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PREPACE .. 

In everyag'e, religious conceptions' and values' stand 

subject: to interpret.ation and modification in order that 

they may become more congenial and appropriat.e to contem

porary needs:. ~ough the majority of thiS' is undertaken 

by those actively engaged within the religious framework 

itself, perceptive criticisms and constructions often 

come from those formally outside Ithis sphere. One. sec

ular critic of religious institutions and beliefs is John 

Dewey ,. who t.urns: a mature mind: to religious' problems: and 

issues 1at.e in his career' •. 

Apart. from several artic:les J his' single significant 

work devoted to the subject of religion remains' the short, 

penetrating, often obscure, and certainly limited anal-

ys is" en titled A C'ommon Faith.,] It. at tempt s to offer, 

among othe~ things, a fune-tional concept of crod. Ag. could 

be expe.ct,ed ·fr.om a con.t.emporary naturalist, this concept 

represents a re.dic.al:al ternative t.o t.radi tional accounts. 

Thus it.' 'standa, an object. of philO,sophical and theo

logical curiousity. 

Whether or.' ~ot treatment of Deweyts! thought on God 

is; deserving of effor.t is a mat.ter for conjecture. But it 

is c'lear, frbtn examination, that i.t has been, for more than 

thirty years:,. ~ subje.ct of considerable cont'roversy 
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and commentaries' often lackin.g in careful scrutiny and an

alysis. Quite. p:ossibly this is: attributable, on the one 

hand, to optimistic thinkers whose. z·e.al led them to up

hold it as a work of great vision •. On the. other hand, 

hostile combatants have, been prone to wield the axe of 

bias to strike it down. In. any case., it has been flag

ranUy misrepresiented. 

'While Dewey"s intention, t.o cons't,ruct a naturalistic 

concept of God suitable for contemporary man, may be cited 

for merit., the outcome is unable to receive as much. The 

:final judgement, based upon t,his: e,xamination, weighs 

against'. him. Just as' Dewey undert:akes·: to c'riticize. the 

traditional conception of God and a contemporary theistic 

View, likawi&e an. equally critical approach is adopted to 

treat hi$ doctrine. However, in doing so, no particular 

theolog;ical position is' employed to npry him apart." At 

the same time, effort is devoted to att:empting to recon

st.rue:t a valid interpre.tation of his concept of God. 

In. eonducting this study I have been aided by the 

holdings of two libraries. TiQ the staff of Columbia Un

iversity Library and the Dhive:rs.ity of Michigan Library 

must go my s'incere .. appre.ciatiiQn for making res'ource mat

erial available to me. Added to this must be recognized 

those on the staff ·of Mills Memorial Library at MclJaster 

who efficiently procured the requested inter-library 

loans. 



In passing, I wish also to thank the Department. of 

Uhiversity .Affairs for the Province of Ontario for their 

financial assist,anc's enabling me to pursue. graduate stud

ie;s,. 

My: ehief debt of gratitude must be ext.ended to my 

supervisor, Mr. L. I. Greenspan,. under whos'e skillful, 

critical, and encouraging direction it .ha~ been my pleas

ure to work. In addition, Dr. J. C. Robertson's interes·t 

and C'omments were welcomed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The two c-enturies spanning. the; birth of De.scarte.s: to 

the death of Kant in 1804 gp.ve rise, according to James 

Gollins, to three definite trends: conspiring to make the 

natural world seem devoid of divine significance •. These. 

trends are: (11 The. mathematicizing of nature and tech

nical manipulation. (2) The emphasis of God's' t.rans·cend

enc:e at the expemse of His immanence. (3) The phenomen

alizing of' sensi1Dle things·.l Given these. factors, two 

courses, remained for the minds of the nineteenth century, 

either the divine could b.e excluded or nature c'ould be 

divinized. The f'ormer. represented variouS' atheistic pos-

i tions' while the lat,ter was the r.efuge of Hegel and the' 

transcend'ental idealists. However, .if one found atheism 

to be undesirable and the divinization of nature unac-

ceptable, did that. then mean the only alternative was a 

return to the super,natural God of the Christian tradition? 
...... 

This repre,sent;s' an enticing. challenge." One re.spond-·· 

ent to its summons is John. Dew·e.y,. H.e offers, in reply,. 

a" seientifiC!'ally _ oriented vt'Naturalfsm," a doc:trine, to 

quot:e Sterling Eampre~eht,. one (Df its adhe:rents:, .. which:: 

means a pb!il'os'ophical position, empirical in 
method', that regards everything that exists or 
occurs to be condit.ioned in its' existence or 
occurrence by causal· fact,ors within one. all-en
compassing, sy-st,em of na.ture, however t s:piritual t 
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or. purposeful or rational some of thoSe. things and 
events may in their functions and values prove to 
be.. 2 

. In. one ve.ry real. sense this doctrine means a radical 

psychologizing in its: approach to God. It considers the 

idea of God to be. a concept whic.h man has concerning God 

as opposed to earlier, pre-Hegelian, notions of the idea 

of God as an exemplar in the divine mind. 

The purpose of this: thesis is to critically examine 

and evaluate John Dewey's naturalistic c'oncept of God .. 

Dewey emphatically maintains his concept guarantees all 

of the things traditional religionists' prize and connect 

wi th their God. It: will be shown that he attempts to re.

construct a conc'e~pt of God freed from the deficiencies he 

ascribes to the supernatural Cfod of the Christian trad

ition, plus a liberal modern conception. This requires: 

(l!) ~ining hisl arguments against the traditional and 

.liberal modernist. c,'Onc.e.ptions of God.. (2:) OfferiDi::' a 

viable interpretation of his concept of God. Foll( Iwing 

this, a critique of his naturalistic' 'God will be gj ven. 

It~ will be argu~d that.:: e]l; Three of the four. ·ar.gwilents· 

employed by Dewey to criticize the traditionalists and 

liberal modernists can,. in turn,: be levelled again.t his 

eoncept of God. (z'1 His conc'ept of God is not com]!atible 

with his: prof'essed naturalism. His emphasis on sc: .en-

tificverif'iability requ.ires :h.e give up his 

Godl. 

.coIicepll 

I 

I 

of' 

2 



In developing his polemic agains·t the' traditional 

c'onception of God and the God of the liberal modernists, 

it· will be demonstrated in relation to the former that 

his obje.c·t.ions rest on dis:put:ing' the attribution of 

"existence"! to their De;ity,. and the status of "'supernat

ural'" assigned to God:. Iil. the first instance he d'iS'cred-

its the notion of existence by maintaining a general , 

agreement with three of the Kantian refutations. This is 

followed by a moral argument ,and an argument centering 

on religious~ experience. However, the major emphasis of 

his att.ack focuses on the second course.. Examination of 

his major philosophic'al works discloses he would reject 

the supernatural on four counts':: (]) The supernatural 

rests', on a fallacy. C:Z) It·. rI3IieS', on a desire, for s·e·cur .... 

i ty. (.3) It is: bas:ed on an invalid method of knowing. 

(4) It act.s as a hindrance: to science and religion.. As 

for the latt,er c0nception, the liberal modernist, he 

c'ri ticizes- this <il.octrine for not breaking completely 

wi th t:he tradition ye.t attempting t.o re.construct a con

cept of Goer meeting the, demand~ of a modern world. Sec

ondly, he r'e.je.cts their' method as: a valid means for es'-

tablishing God. 

3 

Though one commentator, OorlisS' Lamont, forcefully 

argue,s Dewey did not wish to incorporate' a concept of God 

into his; philosoJDhy ,: it will be shown he feels a professed 
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need, for 'such a c:oncept and in fact it is intended to 

serve a spe~ific functional value, the engendering of an 

emotive effec't.. Secondly,. it is intended to s'erve as' a 

middle course between having to accept a supernaturalism 

on the one hand or a mat.erialism on the other .. 

4 

The problem confronting Dewey is to formulate a con

eept of God identifying with something within nature but 

without the attribution of personality or existential 

identifiability at.tending it.. His stress on situational 

dependency is cited as the clue t.o understanding his prog

eny. This means when he advocat,es" that a concept of God 

must eontain. an identific:at ion with the ideal and the ae-t

ual in a union" he is seeking to offer a concept r,eferring 

t<D. a situation in whi'en ideal and actual become features 

manifesting themselves in a'constant uniting. This, it 

will be argued ,. has the value of 'not forc:ing him to ident

ify his God with either the ideal Cand hence be charg'ed 

with idealism) or the actual j.n isolation. He i.s thereby 

attempting to ov:ereome a dualism by making his God the 

product. of all. ~aginary reflex be;tween the: ideal and the 

actual. Roweve.r ,. he is faced with the issue of sat is fy

ing his demand for the C'ognitively real in a concept of 

God. He att.empts to ingrain this into his constructi0n 

by making the existent conditions providing' the basic 

foundation for his imaginary projections CGo.d!'eognit

ively real and open, to empiric~'al: verification. 



Te understand the cencept 'Of Ged fermulated by Dewey 

requires mere than a familiarity with what is given in 

5 

A Cemmon Faith. Prier te 1933 his writings. centain no 

s',eriolls sustained ceni'ront,ati,en wd. th religious issues- and _ -

the subje:c.t, 'Of Ged. This, as cemmentators recegnize, is 

a result 'Of his marginal interest in sUlch pr.'Oblems. 3 But 

if his interest is' only marginal why dees he sudde,nly 

have a change of heart? There is: ne unanimity 'of' opinion 

accoqnting fer this, (the views of N'(!)lan Jacebson and 

Howard Parsons are. c'it,ed as examplesl. To settle. this' 

cont.roversy it will be srgue.d that Dewey"s- dis'interes't is~ 

net: personal but arises frem his; inabilitJi' te attach im

portanc'e t.o religious: que.stionS'. as genu.ine philosophical 

pro blems • What leads; him t:o, have a change of heart is his 

recogriit.ion of a vital problem, namely, the status' of' 

"supernatural'" assigned God. lie; wants te respond to this

problem- because 0f the emphasis he places: 'On the need to 

work on genu-ine problem's confronting men. That he; can 

respond is due t,e his having a mature philosophy at, his. 

disposal, a philosophy whos'e development is' accompanied 

wi th a c.orresponding' develo,pment in religious views. 

This leads him to come t,o g;t'ips with c,ri tical religiouS' 

thought. and he begins his labours: offe.ring an attack on 

the, theistic interpretati,on' of. the liberal modernists-,' 

concept of G"clld .. 

Dewey"s formal entran,ce .:i.nto the arena of religious 
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questions in 1933 dis:closes a sympathy for. conceiving a 

God operative within the cont.inui ty of natural processes, 

but in no part transcendent or inc'apable of empirical ver

ification. ThiSl represents a significant developmental 

s;tage in the formation of his; naturalistic conce.pt of' God .. 

It amplifies; the. firm secular ori~ntation of his re'lig

ious: thought., Thiso orientat,ion, as examination into his 

religious and social 'background illustrates', is' a charact

eristic of his; thought, following hig· early disavowal of' 

the Congregational Faith. It g,tre's'S'es' th.e empirical basis 

for.' the power of cultural envj.ronment---a derivative glean

ed from the Hegelian syst.em---·and an intellectual regard 

for social interests and problems. This,. it will be shovnl, 

is predominately attributable to three factors:: (1) The 

. scientific perspective and experimental method emerges 

as a means for reconciling intellectual techniques: with 

th.e cqncrete. di versi ty of experienced things.. (2') His 

c·lose adherence to the democratic foX'ce in the social 

realm as an essential· ingredient. for social unity. (3) 

He implicitly ac'cept.s his wife' so belief. in the religious 

attitude as indigenous in natural experience. The import

ance of the first two of these factors for his religious 

thought is c'onsiderable e· They are merged and made the 

guidelines according to which religious development must 

adhere and remain c'onsistent' G 



It will be demonstrated Dewey gives religion and God 

a social as oppCDsed to individual fix. A clear example 

of this is in evidence when he infuses morality into niS' 

concept of God. He. relies' on a correspondence. between 

goods derived from human communication and ideal ends 

which unite to form God. This ultimately means resorting 

t.o an ethical atom-ism. Nevertheless,: he recogniz'es the 

uni ty of ide.al ends to be a worthwhile projection for 

men to respond to as worthy of controlling their desires 

and choices. 

Lastly , it has been. a lingering belief in s'ome: 

quarterS) that Dewey has formed a th.E:l.tE_tJ-e conception of 

God. This will be refuted. His concept of God, if the 

int.erpretation given in this analysis is correct, is 

neither monotheistic, polytheistic', nor pantheistic. Tt 

is'· meant to be a pos·tulat.e, a postulate designed to act 

as a restorative freeingcont.emporary man from a sense 

of inhibiting; is;olation. It: is intended to act as an 

inst,rume-nt. of social adjustment. 



CHAPTER 01-JE. 

BACKGROTJND 

,. Tmough his ef:rorts'~ Dewey, during his lifetime 

gains; enormous; es;teem and prestige, philosophical and 

otherwise. As one wri t,er puts it:: 

In many ways; Dewey was the American philosopher 
of the first half of this century; his; thought 
was a moving force in, and reflected image of, 
much that was at the center· of AmericaD life 
up t.o the end of' the Second World War • ..IL 

The range and sc,?pe of' Devrey" S' interes·ts com.pel him 

to write on many problems including re:ligiono But his. 

thought, from its earliest days, centers' on an attract

ion to social problems'. He: accounts for this in his· 

autobi'ographical sketch wri tt,en in his s'eventy-first 

y.e.ar with the remark:: 

Social iIilt,erests an.d problems from an early per
iod had to me the intelle;ctual appeal and pro
vided the intelle.c~tU1al sustenance that many seem 
to hava found primarily in religious questions. 2 · 

In part:icular, it is the social categories of .£.2.E!~ 

munication and participation associated with his philos

ophy that retaitl a distinct, central importance.3 This is 

emphasized in his' c:onviction. that much of our thought 

passing as; philosophy needs to be reconstructed "~rom 

this point of view. n The result of' doing so, will, he 

maintains, cmlminate in "'an. :tntegrated synthesis. in a 

s 
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philosophy congruous with modern science, and related to 

actual needs in education, morals, and religion.,,4 

The religious thought of Dewey's age is dedicated 

to the secular point of view and rather than flowing 

against'the current he flows with it. The fruit of his 

labours is a "religious secula;ism,,,5in which the term 

"God" explicitly appears. This appearance, queried by 

some,. accepted at face value by others, nas', neverthe

less, provoked a long debate in scholarly publications, 

a sUbstantial portion of which is inaccurate and mislead

ing.. To understand the mean:ing and significance of hiS' 

progeny requires some familij~rity with his background,' 

both social and religious. 

Dewey was born in 1859 and raised in the small rural 

Ne.w England town of Burlington Ve.rmont. The environment 

was tltypical of settled New England character," bonded 

with firm communal ties, whi~:::h from a contemporary focus 

"might well be eriticized for intense moralistic emotional 

pressure, excited," as his daughter relates in ner biog-

raphy of her f~ther, "by the relig~ous atmosphere, evan

gelical rather than puritan which surrounded them.,,6 The 

strength of character of his mother and her ardent relig

ious leaning, as opposed to that of his father, gain as

cendancy in shaping the character of her sonts formative 

years and acc~unt for his Calvinistic background and mem

bership in the Congregational Churoh. Nominally this 
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faith gains Hewey's acceptance for he devotes genuine 

effort toward believing in its teachings. Regularly,. he 

attends the SUnday services in the. Whit.e. Street Church, 

and later. on, as a young college student at the University 

of Vermont, serves as' a Sunday school teacher. 7 But be

tween the years 1879 and 1882---his graduation from the 

Uni versi ty of Ve:rm.ont. and first year of graduate work at 

Johns Hopkins University---Dewey gives up the formal 

practice of the Congregational faith. What causes this 

oc-currence Dewey attributes to "personal experiences and 

not from the effects of philosophical teaching_" 8 Precis

ely what these f!lpers:onal experiences" are, Dewey does' not. 

mention. All that is known is that this, period in his 

life was one of IItrying pe:rsonal crisis ,. n9brought on 

larg~ly, so it. seems., by: 

the'sense o:f divisions and separations that were •• 
•• borne in. upon me as a consequent of a heritage 
of New Er.tgland culture, divisions by way of iso-

. lation. of self from theoworld, of soul from body, 
of nature fr.om God 0 .... 0 J. .• 

As a result of this ])ewey is ]e;-ft. with an "inward 

laceration ll and an. ae-companying: "intense emotional crav

ing. nll His daught.er attributes this situation to the 

fact "hi.s belief was never' whole-hearted enough to s'at

isfy his emotional need. ,,12 Bowev.e~ ~ this may be ,. he at 

least manages to allay his craving for intellectual sub

ject-matter while at. Johns Hopkins. This is a direct. re

sult of a course of study pursued under the Hegelian 
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scholar George Sylvester Morris. T'ile stimulating intro

duction Dewey receives to Hegel's thought provides the 

catalyst he requires to satisfy his· emotional yearning. 

C'onsequently: 

From the idealism of Hegel, as interpreted by 
Morris'., he obtained in his late. adolescence that 
fusion of emotion and intellect for which he had 
sought unsuccessfully in his' boyhood religious 
experience .13 

This st.atement, made by his daughter ,is put rather 

trenchantly while Dewey himself is not willing to admit 

to, or remember, as mucho All he gives assent to is that 

his introduction to Hegel "operated as an immence release" 

a liberation .• ,,14 But the Hegelian influence is established 

as a permanent. impression on his thought and writing. To 

be specific, the actual influence, given by Dewey, of the 

German scholar is:: 

. The metaphysical idea that an absolute .mind is 
manifest in social institutions dropped out; the 
idea upon an empirical basis of the power exer
cised by cultural environment in shaping the ideas, 
beliefs, and intellectual attitudes of individuals 
remained. It was a factor in producing my belief 
that the not uncommon assumption in both psychology 
and philolsophy of a ready-made mind over against a 
physical world as an object has no empiric'al sup
port. It was a factor in producing my belief that 
the only possible psychology, as distinct from a 
biological account of behavior, is a social psy
chology. With respect t.o more technical philos
ophical matters, the Hegelian emphasis upon con
tinuity and the function of conflict persisted on 
empirical grounds after my earlier confidence in 
dialecti,c had given way to scepticism.15 

In. 1884 the offer. of an instructorship takes Dewey to 

the University of Michigan. Tha subsequent years spent at 
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Ann Arbor· mark a change in hts philosophical development. 

His formal interest. in Hegel and continental Idealisms 

gradually turns, regardless of the fact German thought 

and English Hegelianism has reached the zenith of attent

ion- i"t commands in the philosophical world familiar with 

it. Here in Michigan, almost on the ·frontier between 

East and West in America, the temper of life within the 

C'Onfine of the social structure makes European "systems·" 

of thought ill-sruited. The exercise of the material and 

mechanical on life and thought cause .Dewey, as Sidney 

Hook states, "to' abandon all the old metaphysical lumber· 

he had carried with him from the East and rougbhewthe 

beams of anew philosophy.,,16 But explicitly how this: 

new environment encroaches upon Dewey to initiate his 

slow, fifteen ye.ar Udrift" from Hegelianisml ? is rather 

unclear,. He lea:ves no personal account for· it. A likely 
. . 

explanation for it is based on his enduring desire to 

find an intellectual technique t.hat would be consistent 

and capable of being adopted "t.o the concre.te diversity 

of experienced things~n18 The credibility of this content

ion is strengthened when it .is considered that he develops 

a formal intarest while at Michigan in the experimental 

ps.ycholog;iC'al studies of G. Standley Hall and William 

James. lS The eff'ect of' the ·thoughts of these two men, in 

particular that of the latter, . on Dewey is that: "'It 

worked its way more; and more into all my ideas and acted 

.. 
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as a ferment. to transform old beliefs."20 The schematism 

of Hegel r. s system becomes ,too . ar.ti:fiC'ial~)for' Dewey e' • The 

remoteness" of its; abstractions) lacks: "the: ne:arne:s's :t6 

what is distinctively human. W He: feels'this, is offset. 

by the tlobjective biological approach of' the Jamesian 

psychology." At this date" the scientific perspective 

begins to hold his attention and it will continue to do 

so as a distinct mark of his) thought .21 It 'is to 'ex

perimental psychology that he turns to effect a recon

ciliation between intellectual technique and "the, con

crete di versi tyof experienced things." The: result of 

carrying through this 'reconc'iliation reflects in the 

rise of the cone.ept of. "experience"- in his philosophy--

experienc:e as a series of interpenetrating organic co

ordinations, experience as plurality. E~erience, rad

ically;t'einterpreted from c-lassical accounts by' Dewey 

becomes the factor by which and in which the world

context is disclosed. Classical accounts regard ex

perience as the agent for disclosing the world-context 

but Dewey moves:', lOne step beyond this, maintaining ex

perience is a reflector for manifold ways in which 

reality can be approached. 22 Thus in his' thought, the 

sc·ientific ,/ social, ethical, aesthetic, and the relig

ieus etc., become parts or factors in human life em

braced by experience. 

Though the trend of Dewey's theught lies with the 

13 
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experimental, the, scientific:, he. remains closely allied 

t.o the idea of democracy working within the social realm 

as a vi t.al force. This: empathy for democracy is a re

t.ention from what is initiated and established during his' 

early years in Vermont. The town life of New England en

dears him to democracy It'in its old-fashioned Ame.rican 

sense,II,23not that which is congruent with later labels 

such as' n:Americanism'" or the financial-indus·trial policy 

s;ignifieii by the terms laissez-faire liberalism. Democ

racy as a concept enters into the fabric of his philos

ophical writing quite e.arly and in a mos-t s-triking man

ner. 24 Singularly, the most striking feature of the con

cept: he envisages and advocates is; a firm secular25emph

asis demanded of it;. To this end Dewey remains typical 

of the g-,trong t,radi tion in American life requiring, a 

c'lear delineati~n between church and state26and freedom 

from religious interference' in so far aSl education is 

concerned. In.strument,ally, 27 democracy for Dewey pro

vides, an ess,ential ingredient tor sooc'ial unity. And 

it is out of such S',oc'ial unity, he: believe.s, that 11'gen_ 

uIine religious unity muslt grow.n :
28 It. is: this idea of 

democracy wi th ac~cent placed on the' secular aspect, that 

h~]ps him promote a critical appraisal of' traditional 

1 0 0 0 t -t to 29 re ~g~ou'S ~ns ~ u ~onSl. 

Both the democratic: con.cept and the' scientific point 

of view remain separate. durir.J.g the ini t.ial stages of 



Dewey t S developing philosophy. ')Vhile he retains a pro

found respect for both, it is not· until 1908 that they 

are brought together with significant re.sul ts f"or his 

r.eligious thougp,t. 8'0 emphatic does he insist on this 

15 

merger and its importance, that science and democracy 

are made. the gu1idelines' according to which religion mUist 

take cognizance and develop its framework congruent with 

their dictates. Tw.ent.y-nine years af"ter. graduation from 

the University of Vermont, an.d as a professor of" phil

osophy at Columbia, he asserts: 

So far. as education is concerned, those who be
lieve in religion as a natural expression of 
human experience must devote themselves to the 
development of the ideas of life whic'h lie im
plicit in our still new soience and our still 
newer democracy.30 

And again in stronger terms:: "religious. feeling and 

thought; [must be] consistent. w.ith mode:r-u democracy and 
./ 

mOdern'science. uBl This point is' again repeated and 

stressed in several later works. 32 

During: his: ye:ars of' professional teaching at MiC!h

igan, Chicago, and f'inally at ,C'olumbia Uhi ve.rstty, 33 

Dewey"s religioms position is never clarified nor elab

orated in textual form. Prior to the decade beginning 

in 1930, h,is works, w.ith the notable exception of two 

1 t · 1 34 d .'.p tt d th 'C. ear y ar ~c es ,an ,var~ous re.1.erences s'c"a ere roug.u-

out his texts, give witness' to at best a marginal inter-

est in the subject of religi~:)n and even less -1;",0 the ~opic 
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of crod. Consequently,; attempts t.O attribute a wall-de-

fined religious position to him or even the framework in-

dicative of a position must rely on examination of his 

early writings on the subject. To do.so is myoptic and 

bound to render him an injustice. 35 Early articles· and 

references to religion are not advocations of his ex-

plicit. treatment. Dewey, at one point, warns one critic 

about attempting to regard early statements as "prophetic 

of my later more explicit· treatments of religion.,,36 

This·, of course, does: not mean things said or claimed 

about religion in early yvorks have no bearing upon later 

thoughts. On the contrary, Deweyr s intent in the warning 

is simply to be dis:criminate.> 

Without contravening his admonition here, it is 

clear his general .atti tude, after he leaves' the rural 

setting of Ve:rm a nt, and formal practice of the Congregat

ional faith, inolines him to regard religion as something 

that must lend itself to social conditioning. Religion 

for Dewey has "its source in the social and intellectual 

life of the community or raee. n37 Failure to recognize 

this he -regards as a major mistake made by those who 

sought to institutionalize religion. As a ¢onsequent 

of this conviction he issues: the plea that "one cause 

worth battling for is a fusing of the;· social and re-

1 ·· . t· ,,38 ~g:LOUS mo ~ ves • 

S{)me of his earlier beliefs and tenets do bear on 
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his explicit t.reatment of religion. But it is incorrect 

to assume or judiciously select anyone or number of them 

as constituting the major influencing component for his: 

later thought. The major contribut,ing factor is not the 

result O"f a rejection of an. early creed, system of be

liefs" or philos1ophical doctrine. Quite the contrary, 

if one gives full recognition to Dewey's statement: "the. 

forc~es that have influenced me have come from persons 

and from situations. more than from bOoks, n39 then anal-

ysis must attempt to uncover if this has any application 

to his religious thought. If a person("s) is the influ

encing factor then who is' it," and what is the nature of 

the influence? The answer to the firf!rt part of the ques

tion is his: first wife Alice Chipman Dewey whom he mar

ries) in 1886. And the answer to the se:cond part is', that 

she: 

was undoubtedly largely responsible for the early 
widening of Dewey"s' philoaophic interes·ts- from 
the commentative and classical to the field of 
contemporary life •• 0 .She had a deeply religious' 
nature but had never accepted any church dogma. 
Her husband acquired from her ,the belief that a 
religious attitude was indigenous in natural ex
perience, and that theology and ecclesiastic ~n-40 
stitutions had benumbed rather than promoted ~t. 

The failure of religion to appear as a.subject in 

distinct written form, two short articles notwithstanding, 

is not the result· of'Dewey~s personal disinterest in the 

subject itself. In a private conversation with Herbert 

Schneider at Columbia University he confesses he dis¢us-
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ses the matt,er so little because he regards the subject as 

one in which people currently profess little interest.41 

More substantially, this lack of serious confrontation 

with religious issues Dewey attributes to his own attitude 

which has fostered "an inabil:i ty t·o attach much importance 

to religion as a philosophi.c problem, ,,42primarily, as he 

states, because: 

the effBct of that attachment seems to be in the 
end a subordination of candid philosophic think
ing to the alleged b~~ factitious needs of· some 
special convictions •. 

Religious beliefs intruding upon the philosophical 

sphere he regards as anathama, an overthrow of profess

ional ideas. His inclination and preference remains de-

voted to efforts to render first things first---particu-·· 

lar philosophical problems and their s.olutions---dealing 

with human problems as encountered in social and polit

ical activities .. 44 A' close adherence to this: tas'k will 

result, in his opinion, in the fact religious action and 

belief will, as a matter of course, fall into order .. 

This conviction Re bases on the' belie,! "any genuinely 

sound religious- experience .could and should adopt itself 

to whatever beliefs one found oneself intellectually en

titled to hold. n45 This statement, made in an article 

publ:shed i~ 193046illustrates D.ewey is placing relig

ious experience on a wide footing, a c'onsistent attitude 

conceived and adopted in the 1892 article "Christianity . . . 

and Democracy" along with. the idea that ·there is "not' one 
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is:olated s:phere called religious.,,47 But it must be re

called at. one point he does' cont+.avene the s'cope· within 

which religious: experience is actually allowe.d to de:

velop, namely, his qualifying demand expressed in the 1908 

article: nReligion and Our Schools" and several ot'her works, 

that religious: thought must remain "consistent with modern 

democracy and modern science. n But he leaves' this point 

without explanation thus providing further evidence that 

his thoughts on religion. have not eongealed in a definite 

systematic. form prior to the 1930's .. 

Early in 1933 the pattern changes, Dewey undertakes 

to examine problems associat,ed with religious thin,king in 

a more: formal and systematic: manne:r.. What induces him to 

initiate these inquire~ is a point of controversy. He 

offers'· no sua.c:inet ac:count. for tile t,ransit.ion from what 

he, regp.:j:'ds as an earlier 11 hal:f-uncons.cious' sense" toward 

religious, experiences.· to this. new formal inte·rest .. 48 Two 

cri tics in recent articles e,xamining specific issues c'on-

tained in De.wey"s religious; thought clffer speculations e·x

plaining this m;etamorphos·i~. 49 'Nola:nd Jacobson att,ributes 

Dewey"s interest in questions of religion to "Conditions 

in America at ~he time [Which] supported a radical re-
/ 

thinking of tradi tional faiths .. ",50 He feels those "'con-

ditions impinged upon Dewey and he responded with his us

ual philos~phical vigor_ n5l Hpward parsons, on the other 

hand, prefers to attribute ·it to Dawey"s earl;r religious 
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training, apart---from. the formal aspect---that predominant 

i-n the 1870 r s; in Ame·rican uni ve:rsi ties which stressed the

ology and intuition2g-as having been so ingrained it had 

"become second nature with him'" so that "'he could shed 

the external trappings and intellectual problems of re

ligion. ,,53 Pars;ons: bases this contention on examination 

of De.wey~s definition of "religious faith" as "any act

ivity pursued in behalf of an ideal and against obstacles' 

and in spite of thr.eats of pe.rsonal· loss because of' con

victions' of its general and enduring value.,,54 He main

tains that it. represents in fact, "an American standa.rd 

version of the Protestant no1::ion of· faith in workS' and of 

t.he Pietistic notion of religion as; religious exper

ience. n55 

Of the two explanations l' the former comes· closer to 

credibility than the'l~tter, but remains too general. 

However, based on textual evidenc'e the issue can be clar

ified considerablYo'On Mar~h 22, 1933 (the year bef'ore 

the publication of his: major work. devoted to religion, 

A Common Faith) Dewey makes the .following statement in an 

article: 

my present att.i tude towar.d theology, various 
creeds and various philosophies of religion de.
veloped slowly and pari passu with the general 
maturing of' my philos'ophical ideas. 56 

This: remark, disregarded by critic'S' of Dewey's re

ligious thought, is quite significant. If, as he states', 
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his views on religion have d~veloped with an equal pace 

in acc'ord with the maturing of' his philos'ophical ideas ,. 

then there is certainly a reason to indicate why he can' 

freely turn to religion at this point. while shunning it 

earlier and make it. the subject of a book. There is no 
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doubt, not even by commentators who regard his philosophy 

as established at different periods during his' career·,57 

that by 1934 Deweyrs mature philosophy is worked 'out and 

published in p~int. 58 Given this',. it must be reiterated 

that DeweyO'"s efforts'" by his .own admiss'ion, are. constantly 

and sincerely .devoted to alle'viating the "problems of 

men. n Now as it happens ". ·immediately before and following 

the publicat .. ion of A C'oIDJIlon FBi th, Dewey considers there 

to be one very outstanding religious, problem requiring 

urge.nt attention. In an article nOne Current Religious 

Problem,," a reply to la criticism of Dr. Percy Hughes', 

Dewey states this problem. He writes':: 

• • • the status:~ of the supernatural, is· the cur
rent problem for a much larger number. The evid
ence. for this st.atement ·is found in what men are 
saying and writing and even more in what they ar.e 
doing •••• The "ldean or central structure of these 
organizations [the Roman Catholic and Protestant· 
evangelical churches;] is the supernatural, cos
mological and historic·al. On the other hand, 
there are multitudes who paving given up the. sup
ernatural, are .. wondering whether they must in 
consequence abandon alao the, religious. This is 
a genuine and vi tal curr.ent. problem for many per
s;ons.,.59 . 

The reason why Dewey turns his attention to religious: 

issues is now clea::.r::--. He recognizes the existence 'of ,an 
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immediate religious: problem for many people and his con-

viction toward working on "the problems of men" warrants 

his response. That he can respond is due to the fact he 

feels he has the fruits of a mature philosophy which can 

be applied to the problem in order to overcome it. This' 

is also significant' in that it points to the fact Dewey's 

initial. "c:onc,ern ff for religious problems is: now in posit-

ion to be placed on more than a cursory footing. He pUJb

lically exhibits this in his willing entry into a dia

logue that arises because of his review of the book Is 

There A God by Henry Nelson Wieman, Douglas MaC'intosh 

and Max Carl Ot.to in the February 8; 1933 edition of ~ 

Christian Century •. 

Daw,eyt s review repres:,ents an attack on what he callS' 

the "liberal modernists" and their attempt to formulate 

a . theistic conceptiom. of God consistent with the mod'ern 
I 

temper, particularly with scil9nce and the advance in sec-

ular knowledge. A s;ec:ond article, a reply by Dewey, on 

Mar.ch 22, considers objections' .raisedby Wieman and Mac

intosh to Daw.ey· s review ~ S)Jecifically,' Dew..ey res'taltes 

and attempts" in this s:ec-ond article" to clarify the 

points made in the first arti~~le... Wieman follows up 

Dayvey" s c'orrespondence in a· public communication April 5, 

1933, cit:.ing what he ·feels is the gulf' between his pro

fessed theism and' that which Dewey ascribes to him. The 

exchange then breaks off, explanation being provided in 



the May 31 editorial of The Christian Century to' the point 

that:·, nProfe.slSor Dev.rey's othe.r commitme:nts have: for the 

present made it impractical f~r him to continue the ex-

'!l.. ~th P f W'o .,60 Wh D d C"l.J.ange W~ ro essor ~eman ...... · ene'vvey oes re-

ply it is not by way ef formal' Ie:tte:r continuing the de

bat.e with Wieman.. It iSl del:tvere;d· as the Terry I,ectures' 

at Yale Uni-versity and immedlate1y published under the 

title A Gommon Faith. 

The import.snce of the 1933 articles' has; been highly 

underrated •. Seldom,. if ever:, have critics taken the~ as 

representing a development in Dewey"s own religious 

thought. This; oversight is understandable s'ince they do 

represent" for all prac:.tical purpos:es;, a dialogue between 

Dewey and Wieman. (mainly).. In the end it is' resolved 

both men are. arg].ling, at cross: purpose.s· with Dewey deny

ing what "Wi.eman want's to attribute to him. What does' 

need to be stressed is Jacobson's :remark that in these 

articles De.wey is n coming t.o O'105'e grips: with critical 

religious' thought for the first' time .,,6·1 To this can be 

added a further' qualificat.ion.· Their importance is mag

nified when they are viewed, along with Dewey Ir s' inclusive 

philosophieal.poS'ition, as the 'basis and background for 

what is developed in part in A Gommon Faith. Of prime 

importance as well" 'is the fact that as a result of the 

publication of these articles the first miS'Understandings 

of D'aweyll s;re1igious thoUght occurs. Had thiS' misunde.r-



st'anding not arisen (primarily Wieman 'I' s attributing a the

istic position to Dewey) much of' the problematic character 

of Dewey's religious thought, as an enduring' scholarly 'pas

sion" would have been substantially diminished. 

When A C'ommon Faith is issued following close on 

tnese articles, it is met with a mixed reaction mainly by 
62 ' 

profess'ional theologians, and again with misunderstand-

ings. Dewey does not attempt. in. ita staunch defence of 

the faith in its traditional form, nor is. it his' purpose 

to present a critical tract on traditional religion 

(though admittedly he is highly critical of traditional 

rel,igion.). What. he explici t.ly attempts is:' 

to show such persons [those who have abandoned' , 
supernaturalisni.] that. they still have, within their', 
exp~rience all the elements which give the relig-
ious att.itude its value.63 · , . 

It is written express'ly 'for 'l'~thos'e who have abandoned 

sllperna'turalism and who on that account are: reproached 

by traditionalists· for having turned their'backs on 

everything religious. ,,64 His legacy to this' group is a 

"humanistic .Naturalism,," a religious; secularism,65that 

attempts to give ful]', c:onsiderat.ion and .recognition' to 

the. contemporary cont,ext. But what of God? 

As a philosophical doctrine' "naturalism" si;;resses: 

the reality of nature and natural B~ing. In adhering to 

this however, it need not. necessarily rejec't a God. 

But to remain consistent with it~pr.esupp6si4.~ons it is 
.". " 
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obliged t,o reject" among other t.hings, doctrines c:ontain

ing or entailing, in part or whole, dualistic conceptionS', 

e.g. 1 any Being or principle beyond nature, that is', 

supernatural. 

In a seld'om noticed' passag.e, Dewey reveals hiS' true 

attitude toward the traditional concept of God .. He then 

follows it up with a dec:isive contention. To begin with 

he asserts: 

.. • .of the things which traditionalists prize 
and which they connect exclus;i vely with their ovm 
conception of God can be had equally well in tha 
course of human experience in our relations to the 
natural world and to one another as human .beingff. 
related in the· family, friendship, industry, art, 
scienc:~ and citizenship.66 

Realization of the full magnitude of this leaves one, 

ac'cording to him, with the alternative: 

Either then the concept of God can be dropped out 
as far as genuinely religious experience is con
cerned, or it 'must be framed wholly in terms of 
natural and human relationships involved in our· 
straight.away human experience .. 67 

On. the basis' of this claim God becomes a problem of 

s:ome importance--in Dewey's religious ~hought and merits 

attention on at least two" def:Lnite accounts: (I). His 

justificat,ion of this claim. (2y" Should he wish to re

tain a concept of God in some fo+.ID then what must its 

function and charact,eristics be? 

T.radit~onal religionists have long maintained var-

ious associations, e.g., value, ideals , morality,. faith, 

etc." with their deity. Given Dewey's' above assertion, 
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such associations would have to be shown to have their 

referent, entirely within "'the c'ourse of human experience 

in. our re.lations to the natural world. '" T'o carry out 

t,his re.construction does not, as will be shown~ easily or 

automatically fr.ee him from poss,ible difficulties. 

Not. only traditional, bu.t certain modern conceptions 

of God, conflict with naturalistic interpretations. To 

understand and i.llumine Dewey's pos)ition re:quires exam

ining what it is he specifica.lly objects to in these alien 

prescriptions' and his reasons for dOing so. It will be, 

demonstrated that Deweytr's arguments against these non

naturalist.ic views have, in turn, a depreciatory result 

for the concept of God he formulate,s. 
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CHApTER TWO 

TT-IE: CASE AGAINST. GOD 

In this: Chapter evidence w:ill be introduced to i11-

ustrat.e. that. Devrey'ls polemic ist ~irect.e.d against:' (I} Trad

it,ional notions as;cribing: (a) "exist.ence·1t t.o God, and (b; 

the status of' "supernatural" assigned to God.. (2; ft.. mod

ern c'oncept of God that f'ai.ls,. in his opinion:l to break 

wi th the' tradition but ne;vertheles:s. endeavours t.o con-

stru.ct a viabIe conception of' Deity ... 

A. God as Existent. 

"Religions ,," as Dewey states in A Common Faith, 

"ll,ave traditionally been allilsd with ideas of' the super

natural", and •••• the nec'ess:ity f'or a Supernatural Be:·ing •••• 

that. is bey-ond the power of' nature. ",1 Further, "these der

ivations .ar.e encumbrances and •••• what is; genuinely relig

ious will undergo an emancipat:i·on·. whe:p. it is: relieved f'rom 

them. ,,2 

Be.lief' in a supernatural Being, Deity, or God, has 

been an integr~l part of' traditi9nal Christian religion, 

and conceptions of' such a Be.ing have ranged, as' Dewey 

maintains, '~f'rom theism to mild deism. ,,3 To support these 

belief's various arguments have been. advanced to justify 

that the Deity or God exists. Traditional arguments, 
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at~tempting to·"n-prove'.' .. God' ff existeJ.1,ce are manifold, hence 

it has become somewhat of a custom to delineate them by 

employing the use of labels---ontological, cosmological, 

teleological, moral, and more. recently what is described 

as :from "religious experience .. " . 

Ascribing "exist.ence n to a supernatural Be~ing, De:ity, 

or God, does not escape Dewey's attention and he somewhat 

s'ardonically remarks: "the existence or non-existence of 

such a God is something to .get excited aQout. n4 In his' 

~ase however, the degre~ of excitement raised by this' is-
\ 

sue is vi tiat.ed 'by his refusal t.o be aroused,' to 'the ex-

tent of preferring not to inv·olve· himself formally with 

lengthy transcript.ions of these arguments' and their en

tailments. Dewey does not deal·direct·ly with the trad-. 

itional "proofs" (except for the moral and religious ex

perienc,e arguments).., \ Ye:t this· deficiency, if it could be 

called that, is offset .by commentS' contained in his works 

which indicate he dGes have an attitude bearing on each 

of these traditional arguments •.. Added to this is' a suS":

picion Dewey holds with Immanuel Kant"s critique regarding 

the ontological~ cosmological, and teleological arguments. 

This follows from his statement:: 

.... there are,many re1igionists who are now dis
s:atis'fied with the older "proof's" of the existence 
of God, those that. go by the name ontological,. cos
mological,: and teleological. The, cause of the dis-
satisf'action is perhaps not so much the arguments 
that Kant used to show the insufficiency of these 
alleged proof's, ~s; it is the growing feeling' that 
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they are. too formal to offer. any support to relig-
ion in action. 5 , 

TIle extent to which Dewey holds with the Kantian 

critique plus his rejection' of the moral and nreligious 

experience" arguments can be illustrated in a s'eparate 

c"onsideration of each. of the arguments in turn .. 

1. The Ont,ological Argument... This argument, generally 

associat,ed with its :Lnceptor the Benedictine Anselm of 

~anterbury (1033-1109) and formulated in his work The 

Proslogi~" contends that the c,oncept of God implies: 

God i's eXistenc·e.6 Immanuel Kant r s objection to 'this reason-

ing in simplified form is tha:t existence c'annot be deduced 

from a concept .. 7 In one of his minor philosophical works: 

Dewey appears to be in agreement with Kant. The Problem& 

of Men cont.ains the ,following ass',ertion:: 

TiTo amount of 1?ure:ly deductive manipulation of 
abstractions brings a re:sul ting conclusion any 
nearer a concrete fact than were the original 
premises:. Deduction introduces in regular sequ
ence new ideas, and thus', complicates the general 
content. But to suppos'e that by complicating the 
c'ont,ent of a proposition we get nearer the individ
ual of experience is the fallacy at once of med
iaeval realism and ofsthe ontolqgical argument for 
the exis.tence of God. ' 

In other words, Dewey regard's the att.ribution of "exist

ence" to a Deii;;y by deductive argument to be fallacious. 

2.. The Cosmological Argument.' A c:lass ical example of this 

argument finds expression in the Summa Theologica of Saint 

Thomas Aquinas.9 'This argument seeks to prove crod's exist

ence follows from the fact th:ings exist. As' such, it· re-
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lies on a regress of ... causes presupposing causes until fin

ally stopping at a cause which is not dependent upon some

thing. else for its existenae. Kant agree5 everything that 

happens has a cause .10 But he objects to this' argument, in 

that :: 

0' .. ..all laws governing the t'ransi t ion from effe:cts' 
t.o causes, all synthesis and extens:ion of our know-

. ledge, refer to nothing but possible. experience, 
and therefore solely to objects'of the sensible 
world, and apart, from them can have: no meaning 
whatsoever .. ll . 

For Kant it may be permi,ssible t,o aSlsume the exist

ence of God as the cause of all effects in order to aid 

reason seeking, the unity of causes, but postulating the 

necessary existence of a Be.ing, God, is illegitimate. 

The contingency of the phenomenal world and the absolute 

necess;ity of God cannot be established by human reason. 

In a similar manner, Dawey"s.: opposition to a cos-
I 

molog;ical account wou,ld follow from his' disagreement of 

causal conceptions in, general... He maintains' that:: "The 

notion of causal explanation involved. in both conceptions' 

[mechanistic: metaphysics and spiri tua'l metaphysics] im

plies a breach" in the cont.inu.ity of historic proce~es.nJ.2 

Both of these views; he regards as' resting on a fallacy, 

the break up fI'oi' a cont.inuity of' historical change into 

t 't "13 n lOt . h" .. . two sapara, e par s.... vausa ~ y, ~n ~s op~n~on, ~s' 

just:: 

. another name for the sequential ord'er its'elf; and 
sinc:e thiS; is an ordet· of a history having a qegin-



ning and end, there is nothing more. absurd than 
setting caUSfiity over against either initiation 
or finality .. 
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D'ewey!l's case. agains.t a cosmological.argument for the 

existence of God ensues: from the empiric'al view of causal-

ity represented ne.re and subsequently reg.ts on the denial 

(!Jf metaphysical or spiritualist.ic causality as incapable 

of empiric'al verific·ation .. 

3,", The. Teleological Argument .. ' S'ometimeS' referred to as 

the argument from design or with Kant the physico-theolog

iC'al argument" it is formulat,ed by cont.ending events, 00-

jects~ete., reveal a type or relationship suggestive of 

a purpose or end toward which they move.. Simply, it is' 

inferriI1:g the existence of God from t.he nature. and ar

rang~ement of the ac:tual world. . Kant. object.ed to it on the, 

basis of apodic:tic certainty.. As an. argument by analogy 

it could not be conc:lusive and could not establish a 

world-creat.or to whic'h everything is subjec.t .15 

De.weyO's rejection of teleological.interpretatioIls is 

contained in s'everal comments-: 

The t:r:adi tional conception of natural ends was" to 
the effect that nature does nothing in vain; the 
accepted meaning of the phras'e was that every 
change is for the sake of something which does 
not change, occurring in its behalfoo •• But in a 
legitimate account of end's as ending, all direct
ional order resides in. the·sequential. order.16 

He e.ont.ends here that while certain events may reach an 
. . 

end this does not make them ends of natural processes. 

T9 Ulsa hi.s example: Ita man i·s· not an adult until after he 
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has been a boy, but childhood does not exist for the sake 

of maturity .. ,,17 

There is however nothing self-evident, o.r even 
clear" in the exclusive identification of ends 
with ends-in-view ......... Modern. science made it clear 
that nature has no pre:ference for good, things over 
bad things; its mills' turn out any kind of grist 
indifferently.1S , 

Popular teleology ~ Go G' ohas accordingly been apol
egetic, justificatory of the beneficence of nat
ure; it, has been optimistic in a complacent way.19 

Consequently, teleology is arbitrary with respect to up-

holding good" as natural ends:, II and bad "as mere aC'cid

ents or incidents" 1t·20 

Objects are certainly none the worse for having 
wonder and admiration'for their inspiration and· 
art for their mediumo But these objects are dis~ 
torted when ..... there is claimed for them a rat
'lonal and cosmic status.o.oSuch a realm is in
trinsically one of s-ec:ure and self-poss'ess'ed 
meaning. It. consists of objects of i~ediate 
enjoyment hypostatisized into transcendent re-
ality.2l . 

On this count." teleology works to hypostasize objects of 

a;rt, turn aesthetic objects into realities •. 

.. .. .as long as obje.cts are viewed telicalIy, as 
long as the ObJects of the.truest knowledge" the 
most real forms of being, are ·thought. of as ends', 
science doeS not advance.22 . , 

H.ere the argument against te.leology is' simply a dismis

sal base'd on his regard for sCie;nce. Te:leology for Dew~y 

runs contrary t.o and hamperss:cience. His argument at one 

point is hardly different. than Kant rs·. Kant holds that 

religionists posit a God through inference while Dewey 

m,aintains it rests on hypostatization.,. 
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The above evidence indicates Dewey would re,ject the 

three traditional arguments directed toward attempting to 

"prove 11 God t, s existence... In each instance his comments' 

witness an argeement with the Kantian approach. 

4. The Moral Ar.gument. This' argument and the argument 

from Ureligious experience" rec'eive greater' attention by 

Dewey than do the preceding ones:. His objection to moral 

rtproofs" turns directly to mention of God and his argument 

is more systematic. In his 1933 article. rfA God Or The 

God,!' DeweY5; in att.,empting,to point out the position that 

has come to be defined by'the liberal modernists (in part~ 

icular Wieman), finds a philo'sophical difficu'l ty for thos'e 

who woul,d attempt to formulate God based on the impera- , 

tives of the moral life .. ,He charges: 

If yoU' appeal to, the moral life for your bas~is and 
direction, you must be content to derive your con
,aeption of religion and of GO~3wholly from the im
plications' of the moral life,. 

,The weakness:;, of this' method reveals itself if one appeals: 

~ •• t,o the supremacy of mO,ral ideals as the 
gr.ound for the content of religious ideas, in
cluding that of God, and then t~o insist upon a 
God to give moral ideals eternal and independent 
support . involves' an inherent cont,radiction. 24 

In. other words, Dewey is disput.ing the essential premise 

of the inference from axiology t'o a supernatural God. His: 

belief is that it is not necetssary to invoke ~ a supernatural 

God to guarantee the validity of' moral ideals (the ,author

ity rests with the intrinsi~ natu~e' of ,the ideals25). 
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Attempting to give supernatural support to moral ideals 

is, for Dewey, the result of IIvast intellectual schemes, 

philosophieS'" and theolog:tes~," that have been devoted to 
. . 

proving that "ideals, are real not. as ideals but as ante

cedently existing actuali ties:"m26 As; a consequent. flthe 

physical [has been]' subtly ~hanged into the metaphysical. ",27 

vVhether or not Dewey is correct in this last point is a 

possible point of conjecture.. However, he is not in

correct in maintaining morality can be founded independent 

of supernatural support .and guarantee C Kant in his Ground- .. 

work of the Met',aphysics of Eforals and Hegel in his Philos

ophy of Right, for example, testify to this.j. 

5 .• The Ar.gument From Re,ligious Exp erience. As well as his; 

stricture against. attempting to formulate the existence.: of 

God on moral grounds, Dewey finds; among theistic appeals 

seeking, establishment of the divine existence an appeal to 

"a defini t.elY lind ted channel and organ of experience, de.

nominated religious. n28 He.: outright rejects this method of' 

approach as: viable on se,va.ral' counts:: , (1): He points out: 

that the Christian has claimed 'a "r'ight religiouS' adjust-

ment.,. bas'ed on this; "religious" way of' kriowing, but "the: 

right religious adjustment of devout Farsee, Islamite, 

Buddhist, Vedantist ,: etc .. , would yield' otherO'empirical 

evidencet.n2~ (2) He distinguishes between the experience 

and interpretation of it arguing that,:: "The particular in

terpretation given to this complex of conditions is not 
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inherent in the experience i t:self. It is derived fr'om the 

culture with whic'h a particular person has. been imbued. It
•
30 

(3) Men of different religious faiths and those professing 

no belief in God have had expl9rienc'es similar to those 

alaimed t,o be religious by Christians. 31 No !LPriori bond 

between these experiences and a supernatural God exists. 

(4); The origin of such experilen~e.S1 could have many caU'ses32 

other than a supe.rnatural one. (5) Assuming the "'relig

ious tt to be a special kind' of experience relegates it, to 

being "limited and private," while "Th:~ method,' of intellig

enc:e [scienc:eJ is open and public:.",33 (6) It is a circular 

argume.nt. :: 

Moreover., when the experienc:e! in ques'tiondoe.s:, 
not yield conse'iousness' of the presence of God, ' 
in t.he ,sense that is; alIeged to exist, the re,-. " 
tort is always, at hand that it, is~ not a genuine;'·' 
religious experie,nc,e. For' by definition, only 
that exparienc,e is. religiouS', whieh arrives' at 
thi~parli~1~N~lt.34 

The claim to establis'h the existence of God bas'e,d on 

a "re,ligioUls way of knowing" presents s'everal difficul t,o:

ies, among whic:h can be numbere:d the problem of verifica

tion.. Dewey" as: the above obje;ctiort indicates, seems 

wel4- aware of .this and his: argument has merit. If this' 

"religious way of knowing" is based on s,ome claim that 

could be described as "psychological, n' then attempting 

to demonstrate the exis,tentia.l claim ""God exists'" could 

hardly be made by an inducti'V'e: argument. This would 

be dua primarily t,o the~ difii,cul ty o:f testing a 
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35 genuine experience of God from an ungenuine one.. Again, 

t.o establish the existential claim uG'od exists" upon the 

"psychological" claim of having religious' experience can-

not, aE?: Ceo' B", Martin .point.s. out" be bas'ed on a deduct i ve 

argument either.. The reason for thiS' is that "psycholog

ical stat.ements G"" .. can make the claim only that I have .... 
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•• complex feelings and sens~tions. Nothing else follows 

deductively ... ,,36 Even if it. were claimed' .the "religious way 

of' knowingit is unique, this.does not support direct ex

perience 'of God or support the c'laim "God exists. ,,37 The 

upshot of this' is, t.o quote Martin: 

We have seen that there are no tes'ts or checking 
procedures' open to the believer to support his 
e:z;istential claim about Godo Thus he is' left with 
the testimony o·f' hig. OVlm experience and the ex-
perience of others. 38 . 

-
In summary" Dew:eyv. s c.ase against. God's existence 

illustrat.es·, that }.... rej"ect.s the. most frequent f'o·rmal 

"proof's IV offered support.ing the attribution' of IT existence" 

to God. His remarks and arguments do not. differ essent

ially from t,radi~ionaloppo$itions .nordo they. add any

thing new. It was noted at one' point newey'retaing:'a 

displeasure toward these argument,s as being too formal 

for a religion in action. 39. Possibly this accountS' for 

his: reluctance to indulg~ in metaphysical speculation.in 

this direction.. His opposition tqmoral arguments' and 

arguments from "-religious expe~rien.ce" receive proportion

ally.greater systematic treatment and retain' s,tronger . 
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philosophic-.al validity.. It appears· from examination Dewey 

is; willing to admit few concessions to the religious' be-

liever.. There is howeve.r, one exception.. He is· willing 

t,o assent to: 

the logical possibility of the existence of a 
personal will which is causative.and directive 
of the unive.rse and which is devoted to the pro-
mot ion of moral ends~o40 " 

But even. this receives a dampening qualification, for he 

quickly adds, without giving any explanation, that: nTf" 

the future of religion is bound up with really finding 

such justific-atory evidence, I fear for the future of 

religion_,,41 

B. God as Supernatural 

Dewey devote·s m.ore effort t,o the ide.a of the rI'super~ 

natural ll than he does> to the t.raditional "proofs." As he, 

understands and employs the te~, ff'stipe;rnatural n· des;ig-
42 nates mor.e than just Gode But God is at least subsummed 

under t,his category" This: supernatural· God is c'onsidered 
. 43 to be transcendent--- II beyond the power of nature. II' 

Further, he maintains' this is the sup.ernatural God of the 

Greek" Roman Catholic, and Protest~nt belie:f. 44 Notice-

ably, he makes, no ·allowance for, or consid·ers the poS'sibil

i ty of, a s~pernatural God immanent in the natural world 

as! its sUlsta'ining ground. 

Thoug;h his) writings contain numerous, refere:nces to 
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the super.natural~ his disputation aonsists of four major 

objections.. These are expressed in ;g;xperience And Nature, 

(1925): ,: The Quest, For Gertain~ (1929)') and finally in 

A C;ommon Faith (19:34).., 

1.. Tbe: Sll1pernatural rests on a fallacy., Dewey"s first 

objec,tion stipulates the supernatural is a result .of 

hypostatizat.ion which in turn rests ona fallacy.. He main

tains; it. is as true today as it was in the, past that man 

finds himself in a "precarioU!,s and perilous" world .. 45 

That is,' the empirical world "includes the uncertain, un

predictable ~ uncontrollable, and hazardous .. n·
46 The' ominous 

present facing, man. is attributable to "unknown consequ-

ences fl.owing fr.om the pas·t" and a future "even more un

known and perilQus .. n47 But in the midst of this instab-

iIi ty resides a desir.e for stability, a desire to placa'te 

the unknown forces deciding our f'ut1li;r"'e destiny. Howe:ver, 

it, is the evils present in the world .. that furnish more: 

convincing' evidence of the uncertain character. of nature 

than do the goods of our existence anq lead to our em

phasis of the p'recarious in human eXistence.48 The "un

c:ontrollable distribution of good and evil" the "inex

tric'able mixture of stability and uncer.tainty" and the 

problemati~ character it fosters has, as a result, oc

cassioned the ris'e of Philosophy49 and the subsequent 

development of a host of philosophies which while rad

ically opposed in many instances nevertheless accept a 
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common premise, namely:: "denying to the universe the char-

t f t · ~t . t 11 11"50 ac er 0 con 1.ngen.cy 1. possesses S'O 1.n egra y •• 0 • 

Consequently, philosophical efforts have been a constant 

quest to identify "reality with what is sure, regular and 

finishedoooo,,5JL The product of these efforts has. been var-

ioUJs techniques of conversion whereby:: 

the uncertain and unfinished Lare relegated] to an, 
invidious state of.unreal Being, while they have 
systematically exalted the assured and complete to 
the rank of true Being~52 

In other words, these techniques of conversi6n are simply 

hypostatizations in which: 

"reality" becomes what, we wis.h existence to be:, 
after we have analyzed its defects and decided upon 
what would remove them; II reality" is what existence 
would· be if ou~ reasonably justified preferences 

,were so complete,ly established in nature. as: to ex
haust and define its: entire be,ing and thereby 
render search and struggle unnecessary.llmat is' 
left over, (and since trouble, struggle" c'onflict, 
and error still empirically exist, s'omething is' 
left over): being excluded by definition from full 
reality is assigned to a grade or order of being 
which is asserted to be metaphys"ically inferior; 
an order variously called appearance, illusion, 
mortal mind ,; or merely empiric'al, against what 
really and truly is. 53 , , 

To ju'stify this' contention Dewey'resorts to ,an histor

ical appeal to ·the philosophic'al tradition. To back up his 

claim he cit,es the culpable aet of t;he rle.rection of objects: 

of selective prefe.rence into exclusive reali ties",54 which 

marks the scholastic' equation cif the True and Good and 

Unity with Baing as such, the Spinozistiq true idea which 

carries truth intrinsically, the "simple idea" of Locke, 

the "impression" of Hume, the, atomi,c data of the English 
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neo-realist, and the ready-made ess~ences, of American neo

realists. 55 Faced with a choice of certainty or uncert

ainty, philosophe'rs, Dewey maintains·, s'imply preferred the 

former and then consigned whatever they considered capable 

of it t·o "constitute ultimate Being while the remainder is 

held to be either phenomenal or illusory. ,,56 Des'ire for 

the .simple drove some to a love for "e"lements" and sub

sequently to theconferring'of primary reality to them. 57 

Favouring the permanent as opposed to the changing has 'led 

to the f1hypnotic influence exercised by the conception of 

the eternal. 58 As far as traditional religion is concerned: 

.. .. 0 the value prized in those religions' that' have· 
ideal elements are idealizations of things charact
e,risfic of natural associations, which have then 

. been projected into a5~upernatural realm for safe-
keeping and sanction. . 

Each of these, cases affords, for Dewey, striking ex

amples ,of ,what he terms the "fallacy of selective em

phasis," that is, the "conversion of eventual functions 
60 . 

into antecedent existence,," And God, like aesthetic 

essences, ·mathematical subsistences', ~r the purely phys-, 

ical order is ~ cons.equent of this conversion,6lthe re

suI t of an hypostatization~ Those who wbuld hold t.o the 

conception 'of a $upe:rnatural God. have, according to Dewey, 

b~en misled. They make the mistake ~f failing to do just-

iC'e to the "~inclusive integrity of 'experience' on They:: 

• .. .. have gone astray through failure to connect 
their reflective results with the affairs of every
day primary experience •••• they have failed to note 



the empirical needs that generate their problem, 
and have failed to return the refined products 
back to the content of actual experience, there 
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to receive their check, inherit their full content 
of meaning, and give illumination and guidance in 
.the immediate perplexities: which originally 
occassioned reflection~62 

This sort of move, t.o Dewey's mind,. is the result of 

an inconsistent procedure.. It. appeals ei~her to exper

ience for its establishment and then proceeds to demean 

experience or demean empirical modes of. knowing only to 

secure, by s'orne theoretical marmer,. those ends toward 

which empirical methods are directed.. To 'back up his 

argument. Dewey cites' the c'ase: of Absolute Experience .. 

Supposedly it derives' i ts validity from a consideration 

of n experience .. n Onc.e es:tablished however , it deprecates: 

the very experience upon which it is .founded.. He: writes: 

...... the contents as well as the form of ultimate 
Absolute Expe.rience are derived from and based 
upon the feature of actual experience, the very 
experience. which is then relegated to unreality 
by the supreme reality derived from its unreal
ity.. It: is; nreal n : just long enough to afford a 
spring-board into ultimate reality and to afford 
a hint. of the .. es:sential contentS1 of the latter 
and then .. i t, obligingly disS"ol ves into mere appe.ar
ance.. l.·f we; start from the standpoint, of the Ab
solute Expe:.rience thus reached, the contradiction 
is repeated from its side. Although absolute, 
eternal!l all comprehensive .. 0 .... it. proceeds to play 
a tragic' jolce upon i tself---for there is nothing 
else to be fooled---by appearing in a queer com
bination of rags and glittering gew-gaws', in the 
garb of the temporal, partial arid conflicting 
things, me.ntal as well as physical, of ordinary 
experience ... 63 

The: logical objection Dewey is raising with the Ab

solut.e Rxperience example is certainly a valid ar~ment 



against. idealisms that adopt the procedure of deriving 

their validity from '''experience"' and' then demeaning it. 

Apparently howeve.r, t;he. t.e.chnique of the idealists' pro

cedure is equivalent to that employe.d by the religionist 

since Dewey does' conSiider the, postulation of' a super-

natural God to be an instanc.e! 0f the conversion tech-
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nique. Yo adhere to this is forcing the religionist to 

adopt the same premise as a starting point as would the 

idealist namely, "'e~pe.rience." The problem that is omi t.

t.ed from the discussion is, is the. religionist necessarily 

'commi t.ted to the premise Dewey force.s upon him? That the 

religionist might rely on a 'V'oli tional response; or faith 

(whatever that signifies~l is not considered or allowed 

by. Dewey. He neglects t.o discuss, this for a good reason; 

it opens up the case of subjective experienceCs) which he 

is adverse to and continually discredits in his works.54 .. 

In addition to this), it. is not clear ('at· least Dewe.y does 

not make it. SiO) whether his critique of the idealist.s" 

procedure iSi relevant t.o all forms of supe:rnaturalism. 

The only form of supernaturalism in question, it will be 

recalled (sea above, page 271 is. a supernatural God "'be

yond the power. of' nature.'" 

To hypostatize a God is t.o make that God a construct

ion of the. human mind. Dawe.y does' not. deny this' but 

attempts to refute it because! the reason for it is att'.rib-
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utable t.o man's longing for stability in the face of in

stability, security because of insecurity~ etc. But even 

if it is true that 'the genesis of this construction re

sides in des'ires for- security and stability, this does

not determine the validity of the existence of a super

natural God. 

Dew.ey mig;h.t be correct in contending Philosophers 

and theologians have been gtlilty of hypostatizing certain 

ideal traits of experience.. But these traits ,. whateve.r 

they may De,.' are des.cribed tn linguistic te.rm~. The 

question. is,. does the religionis,t who employs these te.rms:, 

terms derived from our world of "'ordinary experience, I" to 

uS'e: Dleweyt· s phrase" inte.nd them to apply- to God' in. a s~im

ilar or different. manner from their ordinary use? Dewey 

makes' no mention of this: Or eorresponding problems. 

His; obj,ec:tion t,o the supernatural as a product of 

,hypostatization which in turn rests on a fallacy is' a 

weak argument.. He. raises a valid objection to Absolute 

E:xpe:rience bu,t he does' not demonstrate,. beyond verbal 

linkage,. that the. A'bsolut,e Experience example is' synon

ymous with the ,supernatural God posited by the religion

ist,. S'e,condly, he forces the re.ligionis:t. to adopt the 

same premise as the idealist without C'ons"ide~ing other 

possibilities open to the. religionist, e.g. faith. These 

c'omments taken in conjunction with the. above points serve 

to indicate that it. is: not made abundantly cl'ear that 
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the, supernatural God of the: religionist is' an hypostatiz

at,ion which in fact re s:ts on a fallacy. 

2. The' supernatural as a desire for securit;y. The second 

objection t,o posit,ing a supernatural God followS' close on 

anthropological contentions of primttive man's desire for 

security. Dewey, ever c:onscious of anthropological s,tud

ies', 65 constructs his disputation employing this as a focal 

point. Oddly enough, for a philosopher with a social 

psychology (social behaviourism might be a better char

acterization) definitely apart from anything bearing a 

Freudian resemblance, 66newey' s; objection strikes, an atten-

uating similarity to Freud's: conviction express'ed in The 

Future, of an IllU'sion. In this work Freud notes: 

.' •• religious ideas have s:prung from the s'arne 
nee,d as all t.he ot1+er' achievements of culture: 
from the necess':i ty for, defending i t,self against 
the crushing supremacy of naturee 67 

These "religious ideas" reprl9s,ent illusions68attributable, 

in part to the need for security 0 Protection "'against 

unknown and mighty. powers'l' le.ads the child when he grows~ 

up t,o project the traits of the father-figure anG! create 

gods.69 This familiar Freudian view is taken up by Dewey 

('t.hough not directly f'rom Freud). 70 In a s'imilar manner 

Dewey recognizes a supernatural God to be the result of 

a proje.ct,ion or hypostatization of traits from experienc'e; 

(hi$ first object,ion). S'econdly, he maintains that man 

frames a' supern~tural God bec'ause of' his need for secur-



i ty.. In T'ne Quest for Ce;rtainty Dewey writes = 

Man who lives' in a world of hazards is co~pelled 
to search for securitye He has sought to attain 
it in two ways.. One of them began with an at-

·tempt to propitiate the powers which environ him 
and determine his destiny" It express'ed itself 
in supplicat~on, sacrifice, ceremohial rite and 
magical cult.. In time these crude methods were. 
largely displa~edo.ooIf man could not conquer 
destiny he would .willingly ally himself with it; 
putting his will, even in'sore affliction, on 
the side of the powers which dispense fortune, 
he could escape defeat and might triumph in the 
midst of destruction~ 
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The other course is to invent arts' and by their 
means turn the powers' of nature to account; man· 
constructs a fortress out of the very conditions 
and forces which threaten him ...... "This is the 
method of changing the world through action, as 
the other is the t7rthod of changing the self in 
emotion and ide,a..· , 

However, primitive man in his desire for security, 

Dewey 'maintains, could not avail himself of this choice" 

He could not adopt the second means since he "had none 

of the elaborate arts of protection and use which we 

now enjoy'" n 72 Consequently, he turned to the first 

means---s:acrifice, ceremonial rite:,' and magical cuI t-

--as a s;"ouree of help.. And in this 11 atmosphere prim-

itive religion was born and fostered~ Rather this at-

h th I ·· ~.' . ... . I~ 7'3 I th" t mosp e~e ~ e re ~g~ous Q:1SpOS1.l,,~on." n, 1.S' se -

ting primitive man unable to trace,experiences to their 

natural causes he:ld: them as ,descriptions; of mysterious: 

powers. Clear.ly" acts of the uuC'ommbn. appeare:d extra

ordinary and set,against the ordinary ... The net result 

of, this pred:Lcament was "two' realms [which] were in no 
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way sharply demarcated from each other vv.74but ultimately 

became delineated into the "holy and fortunate" on the 

one hand and the ';profane and the ~nluckyn on the other .. 75 

In t,ime, Dewey relat,es, this distinction became general-

ized and received rational formulation and justification 

t th h d f h -l h 76 a e an sop 1 osop yQ 

Thi~ development of religion and the supernatural 

as an outgrowth of man's need for security is I?-ot, Dewey 

C!ontends, attributable to a desire for intellectual cer-

tainty but for "the nee.d for security in the results of 

actio~~,,77 The world as found by primitive man, just as 

modern man finds it, was uncertain and fVthe values men 

prize ar.e at the mercy of acts the results of which are 

never sure.,,78 It was quite natural that primitive man 

faced with uncertainty in .. his world reached out for 

securi tyo And. in the -"absence of actual certainty in 

the midst, of a precarious and hazardous world, men cul-

t.ivated all sorts o-f things that would give them the 

feeling of certainty .. n 79: Hence:: 

Supernaturalism was, therefore, a genuinely S'oc
ial religion as long as men t, s minds were attuned 
to the supernatural.. It gave an '"explanation''' of 
extraordinary occurrences wpile it provided tech
niques for utilizing forc.es to s'ecure adyantages' 
and to protect the members of the community 
against them when they were adverse,,80 

As well as the need for a feeling of certainty, the pres

sUre of neces:sity impinged upon primitive' man and led him 

":to imp~te practical. efficacy to play and rite" and T~mag-
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nify the place of magical exercis'e and superstitious leg-

end .. " The result was triDal myth .. 81 

Although many persons still adhere to ·these convict

ions of the supernatural and accompanying myths today as 

a need for security, a "consolation in the face of the 

unstable .... 0 0 ,n82such device.s, Dewey believes, are no 

longer· necessary.. The reason for this he challenges is 

attributable to "The growth of natural science [which] 

brought extraordinary things into lin.e with events for 

which there i~ a O"naturalO' exPlanation. 1I83 It. is' modern 

science through its methods: of control (experimentations) 

that assures practical certainty as compensation for the 

indulgence in metaphysical speculations.. The supernat

ural God of religion is purely a compensatory device, a 

primitive quest adopting an essentially'pessimistic out

look on things based on a desire for security~ 

This objection to the supernatural is' an at:t;empt by 

Dewey to cut at the heart of the matter, its origin in 

the natural world.. But it falls short on several counts. 

(1) Based on a psychological need, security, it is in 

turn subject to the same objection stated above (pageS'. 

42-43) namely, contending the genesis of religious be

lief resides· in the n.eed for security does not determine 

the validity of the religious belief •. Primitive begin

nings of religion do not invalidate the tenets 'i t may 

h.old •. Primitive manls desire for secu:rity may well have: 
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had a part in the origination of religion and the super

natural yet a supernatural God may exist" (2) His' argu

ment assumes the primitive level reached by religion re~ 

mains a constant---:-a compensatory device d'eveloped because 

of a need for s,ecuri ty" He does not recognize or admit 

the possibility religion might hav~ developed beyond the 

primitive, levelG (3) He maintains natural science has or 

c'an, eradicate the necess'ity of languishing in primitive

religious conceptions like desire for security, yet 

science in a similar manner may have been a product of 

desire (j Vvould he then dismiss' science? 

30 The supernatural rests on an invalid method of knowing. 

Religion, Dewey maintains, is at present faced with a 

crisis over intellectual beliefs surrounding the super-

natural because: 

the growth of knowledge and of its methods and tests 
has "been such as to make acceptance of these beliefs 
increasingly onerous and even impossible for large 
numbers of cultivated men and Womeno 84 

As a consequent of this Dewey willingly accepts the sup-

position: 

new methods of inquiry and reflection have- become 
for the educated man today the final arbiter of all 
questions of fact, existence, and intellectual ass-
ent.8Q . , 

That 'is, these new methods have achieved a revolution in 

"the seat of intellectual authority" to the point that 

there is now "but one sure road of access' to truth---the 

road of patient, cooperative inquiry operating by means 
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of observation, experiment, record and controlled reflect

ionol186 In short, the methode, employed by science and the 
, ' 

fI experimental theory of ImowingIV87 it. ut ilizes .. 

Over against this method of knowledge is set the in

c'onsistent pro,cedure of the religionist who claims know'-

ledge of an "antecedent Be.ing ~" a Being "prior to and in

dependent of the operation of knoWing"vt 88 Such a claim, 

Dewey argues, is based on the assumption that "knowledge 

is concerned with disclosure of the characteristics of 

antecedent existences and essences .... ""n
S9 It is a mis-

take he maintoo.ns to set up a supernatural antec'edent 

real~ty as something .11givenV "prior to the acts of ex

perimental variatiop. and redisposition ...... ",,90 The mis-

take lies in contest.ing a supernatural ~ntecedent real

ity "in sufficien~ existence before ~he act of knowing" 

as oppose.d to being "the outc:'ome of directed experimental 
. . 91 

operat.ions .. II 

Dewey's objection, an epistemological objection, 

is founded on his conviction that VVthe object of know

ledge is event~al ....... an outcome of directed' experimental 

operations ....... u92and rtthe criterion of krlowledge lieS' 

in the method us'ed to secure consequences and not in 

metaphysical conceptions of the nature of the real. n 93 

Fo.r Dewey it· is only the method of science that allowS' 

man to secure consequences. The consequence of exper

imental verification is knOW'~:"E ·:3.ge .. 94 This method inval-
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idates supernatural methodology as a proceS's of knowing 

and attaining truth .. s;ince such a method is incapable of 

attaining truth.. Truth does not reRide in .qn antecedent 

existent reality. f-r0:r can the methodology- of ·the supe;r

naturalists, be c·onsidere.d' a valid method of" knowing.~ 'only" 

'experimental verification can~ lead" to knowledge·. 

Scientific knowing, Dewey believe'S·:, compe'nsates 

for the deficiencies' found in traditional processeS' of 

knowing and is clearly delineated from supernatural con

ceptions as a result of three of its inherent character-

istics :: 

The. firs:t is the; obvious one that all experiment
ation involves .QYe:ut. dOing, the making of definite 
changes in the eriVIronment or in our relation to 
it... The second is that experime.nt is not a random 
activi ty but directe:d py ideas which have to meet 
the conditions set by the need .of the problem.in
ducing the active inquiry. The third and con
cluding' feature, in which the other two receive 
their full measure of meaning, is that the out
come of the direct.ed activity is the construction 
of a new empirical situation in which objects are: 
differently relat.ed to one another, and such that 
the consequences of directed operations form the 
obj'ects that have. the property of being knovm. 95 

An. interesting point in Dewey"s objection lieS' with 

the supposition he accepts" namely, that the methods of 

.inquiry employed by science have become the "final ar-

bi ter" :eor "t.he educated man"" and thus supernatural bei

liefs are rendered "inc-reasingly onerous. tO If this is in 

fact true then Dewey" s case. is made. But it is quest

ionable whether this claim c-an be extended, as Dewey . 
would have it.,. t.o "all questjLons. of fact, existence, and 
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intellectual assent .. n" A short example may suffice to 

illustrate the doubt wnich can be cast upon this content-

ion. 

The Christian religion has shown a t.raditional in-

t.erest in several questions concerning man:: (1) Does he 

possess a soul or self? (2) Is this soul or self re.

lated to his~ body? (3) Is the individual of supreme 

worth? The first. question is answered in the affirm

ative, -the second question bears; upon the problem of im

mortality, and the third question is affirmed by Christ

ianity. Now according to Dewey's claim, sciehtific 

method would have to be able to' arbitrate in matters of 

this nature.. Perhaps it may be pos.sible for it to do 

so but. Dewey certainly has not demonstrated that it has 
96 or can" 

Dewey" s discrediting of the religionist's process' 

of "knowing"" the supernatural says nothing about what 

the religionist means by "knowing," and if this "'knowing" 

is similar or different from what. scientific "knowing'" 

means. Associat:ions of "faith'·' havel at.tended the/former 

in traditional claims but Dewey isco~spiciously silent 

about such notions. 

By c'ontending the scientific methodology is the only 

valid method of operation and access to truth, Dewey has 
, . 

aut.omat.?-cally" and wi thoutsufficient re.ason,: ruled out 

all other possibilities. In addition, it is important 
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to note here that as.: a proposition---scientific methodology 

is the only valid method, of operation and access to truth-

-it is not itself a scientific proposition and therefore: 

to that extent appears self-contradictory" 

4.. The, supernatural is', a hindrance to science and religion. 

As themes in human. life and culture, religion and science 

perennially emerge in writt,en tracts given to discussions 

concerning the scope and function of religion and relig

ious· knowledge in an age categorized as u'scientific .. n 

Interest in science and the expansion of scientific know-

ledge has ~xercised a profound influence on re.ligious be

lie;f in the Judaeo-Christian ' tradition., and has, s'ince the 

sixtsenth and seventeenth centuries, witnessed periods of 

conflict and controversy. In the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries controversy arose over claims that the 

findings: of science conflicte:d with specific religious 

postulates and doctrines of beliefG On the one side stood 

the proponents of Darwinian evolution and on the other the 

advocat.es of a literal view of the Genesis creation stor

ies: .. 97 In the P~il~s:oPhical sphere, those philosophies 

that c'an be generally described as liempiri.cal n have, on 

the whole) tended to be more sympathetic toward science 

and hence embraced and advanced scientific claims while.' 

remaining' highly critical of traditional religiouS' be

liefs; and thought.. Dewey is no exception to this caS'e .. 

He contends: the supernatural is' ·not only a religious be-
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lief that hinders science but it acts als'o as a hindrance 

to religion itself .. 

lfThe;re was a time, fI' Dewey writes, when it was argued 

there was:: 

o c ~no way to judge the truth of any particluar 
statement about a particular planet, heavenly body, 
or case of combustion unless there was a general 
truth already in hand with which to compare a par
ticular empirical occurrence~ ButoQoothe actual 
advance of science did not begin till men broke 
away from this methodo 98 

.Allowing knowing to be' dependent upon a "transcendental 

factor fi makes IVconfirmation and refutation, correction, 

criticism, of the pretensions of meanings of things im-
'99 

possible .. " Scientific method before Darwin was arrested 

and retained the mediaeval conception of interpreting 

nature ip terms of esosences and attempted to find the 

objects of knowledge "in some; transcendent and supernal 

region"nlOOInvoking supernatural agencies re.tards social 

relationslO~nd resists 'ithe growth and application of the 

method of' natural intelligence .. 102 It promotes' a laissez

faire attitude standing in the way of our making changes 

" "1 1 t" 103 T' ' thO " ~n our soc~a re.a ~ons~ 0 ,overcome ~s requ~res 

interests and activities emancipated from the authority, 

and vested concerns of organized religiOn .. l04 Thus it is'' 

ot' utmost neces'si ty "to fight for recognition of the 

method of intelligence in actionU (1..e;., scie.ntific 

method') .. 105 It becomes:: impossible to estimate; Dewey 

speculates:: 
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the amelioration that would result if the stimulus' 
and support given to practical action by s'cience 
were no longer limited to industry and co~~erce and 
merely "s'ecularn affairs;., As long as the practical 
import of the advance of science is confined to 
these activities, the dualism between the values 
which religion professes and the ~rgent concerns 
of daily livelihood will persistQ~06 

Not. only does concentration and reliance on the super

natural exert, a subversive influence on science, Dewey 

argues, but it acts to retard religion ... He maintains 

that the positive leBs.ons following from a consideration 

of the methods of justifying intellectual beliefs is'; 

. nthat~ religiou's qualities, a~d values: if they are real are 

not bound 'up with any single item of intellectual ass'ent, 

not even t,hat of the existence of the God of theism .,11
107 

Go-ope~ative human endeavour discloses a more religious 

faith than does; faith arising from revelation,108and re

quires no reference t,o the supernatural" since such faith 

plac'eS', reliance in l1intelligence becoming religious in 

quality .. 11
109 Historical concepts", and associations de

velope,d and ext61]ed by t,radi t,ional religion actually 

impede religion through irrele.vant prac·tic·es: inapprop-
, ' 

riate to the c'oht'emporary e:ra, .. 110 They foster a depress'ion 

in religion. Emancipating individuals from supernatural 

beliefs inherent in t,raditional religion would lead to 

a "deeper' and enduring adjustment 'in. life ••• ;"lll How

ever', nas long as social vall;les are related to a, super"": 

natural for which the churches stand in some pec~liar 
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way, there is an inhe.rent inconsistency between the demand 

and efforts to execut.e ito n l12 This state of affairs Dewey 

attri butes to supernatural Christianity'" s commitment·.to. a . 

basic division. betwe,en those embracing its dogmas and 

those rejecting belief in the supernatural~ The latter 

are: re,garded by the. Christian religionists only as "poten-

tial brothers,," Significantly, thiS' criticism is a result 

of Deweyl'"s regard for democracy; and at this point the 

c'oncept of democracy enters once again into his' religious 

thought, for the state of this matter---a division among 

men...;--presents, to his, mind; a failure in the "realization 

of the democratic ideal as a vital moral and spiritual . 

ideal in human affairsooo.,rvl13 

DeweyI'" s c'laim that. the supernatural hinders, science 
. . 

is not. unfounded nor without, support.. In his monumental 

work A History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in 

Christe.ndom" A .. , D ... White has', shmrnthat religionist.s have: 

resisted scientific evidence which conflicted with their 

beliefs and that religious beliefs have been attacked on 

th b . f . t . f' . d 114 rrr • ..r:.lJ... t t D e. aS2S 0 sC2en 2 1C eV2 ence.. LO was ex en, ewey 

is correct in his objection.. But Dewey omits to recognize 

the'positive relationship between the two~ A., N .. 'White-

head in his discussion "The Origins: of Modern S'cience, If; 

records' that "the; medieval ins.istenc·e on the rationality. 

of God" ;i.m.pressed on the European mind '''the ineA"],Jugnable 

belie.f that every detailed occurrence can be correlated 
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with its antec'edents in a perfectly definite manner, ex

emplifying general principles'. Without this' belief the 

incredible labours of scientists would be without hope.,,115 

And he concludes:: "the faith in the pos'sibilitiy of science, 

generated antecedently to the development of modern 

scientific theory, is~ an unc:onscious: d'erivati ve from 
. 1:16 

medieval theology." Othe.r examples' of the positive 

relationship between s~cienca and religion abound, for 

example,. of a later dat,e,' the eighteenth century, when 

s'c:ience had firmly entrenche:d itself upon the European 

mind, cr. P. Grant writes: 

The ideal of human freedom merges with Judaeo
Christian hope and produces,the idea of progress. 
This; means an entirely new kind of humanism. It 
was a humanism of project, and reform. It was a 
humanism which put sc:ience and technology at its 
cent.er as the mean. of redemption.ll? 

In. his indictment of the supernatural Dewey, of 

c'ourse, is well' aware t.hat SJc'ientific investigation of 

the. universe does not need to begin by postulating or 

presuppos'ing the existence of God. However" what he 

fails t.o consider is that while it does' not, this in 

itself doe.s' not, mitigate against the fact a supernatural 

God may exist. 

Eas,tly;" in contending the supe,:rnatural is a hind

rance to religion" Dewey is assuming it e'an be omi tt.ed 

from religion and religion can still retain i ts' identity. 

Historically,- a supernatural Gbd,. a God n'existingVf
' beyond 
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ligion" To insist on i tSI departure from t'radi tional us-

age is to diverge from the historical U's·age.o To contes't 

that a supe.rnatural God has been a hindrance is' alg'o to 

say that traditional religion has been a hindrance, for 

they hav.e been inseparable" Dewey, as: bas: been shown 1. 

agrees with the latter point and would likewise consent 

to the former.. Therefore it ,appears he is faced with a 

choice,. either redefine religion and God or drop them 

completely.. Dewey recognizes this for he maintains:

anyone who hag: faced the full intellectual s'cope 
and depth of change in the idea.of the universe 
has no alternative but surrender of the older 
conceptions of God or else broadening out of it 
to meet the change in the conception of the un
iverse and history. to which the. God believed in 
is related,,118 

The. reas'on given motivating this choice is his belie.f 

that: 

...... science"""ohas forced a movement from the 
idea of a tight confined universe of which the 
world is' the center and crmm to belief in in
definite 'mul ti tUd.esgnot merely of S'olar systems 
but of universes.,,·LJ.. . 

The root o:f DeweyOs opinion here can be traced back 

to a very early conviction and belief,. na~ely, V1 r esearch 

into the origin .and development of religion destroys the. 

appearance" of a body of ideas "set up and apart as be

longing to the religious consciousnesso,,120 As far as 

he is concerned, traditional religionists erred in fram

ing a concept of God apart from significant social and 

57 
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intellectual factors connected with their surroundings' .. 

SU'bsequently, they have been led to inevitable teachings 

ndeflected and distorted through their medium of inter

pretation---the existing conditions of nature .. "I2l This 

deflection and error is: a result, in DeweyOs opinion, of 

the impossibility of the teachings of Jesus being under-

stood in IVtheir direct, natural sense when the whole 

existing world of action seemed to contradict them.," I22 

The upshot of this is that Dewey plainly ,rejects the 

view of "an absentee God" set up by the traditional re

ligionists, a God apart from ~Vthe conception of God in-

t .. . t ,,123 Th' h . t c-ama e In numanl Y.. 1: us e wrl es': 

The suppos~i tion that the ties which bind men to
gether, that the forces which un~fy society, can 

, be other than the very laws of God, can be other 
than the outworking of God in life, is a part of 
that same practical unbelie,f in the presence of 
God in the world which I have, already mentioned.124 

But one group" that ascribed by Dewey a3l nli beral 

modernists," do not follow the traditional pres:criptions' 

of a supernatur.al Godo They have, he contends, come to 

realize the necess;ity for accepting the full force of 

science and its· implications for the modern world , and 

this has, as a result" led to a modification in their 

conception of God~ They have; attempted to frame the con

cept of God Hin terms of natural and human relationships 

1 d · t' h' h . n 125 rm • invo ..... ve lU our s ralg -caway uman exper~ence 0 , 'J,.'nlS 

becomes 'the subject of the 1933 articles'" a modern con-

ception of God which Dewey undertakes to criticize'", 

, " 
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Go The. God of the "Libe·ral Modernists" 

To a point Dewey is sympathetic with the lioeral 

modernist~s course of action. but only in so far as "this 

broaden.ing ]leads to greater' tolerance and humanenes-s ... n126 

The c:los:e identificat.ion between Dewey and the liberal 

mode.rnists, at. this; point. is significant, and De.wey goes 

as far as to state. Ilt:hat perhaps or probably Mr' Vrieman is 

heade.d toward a posi t10n no.t especially distinguishaole ~ 

s:ave maybe in words, from t.hat of ltfr Otto. and myself 0 ",127 

However, a point of departure is evident between them for 

Dewey finds obje.ctions: in doctrine involved with the 1io-

eral modernist. procedure in formulating a con.ception of 

God e He charg.es;:: 

. intelle.ctually ,. it falls in with the change from 
the God to a G0d ; it. chimes with the .. use of the. 
~t colourless and indefipite. word in the English 
language, and with the thinning down and rarifying 
of the meaning of the: object to which the term 
refers ,,128 

Now the. problem Dewey is' at onc:e faced with is estab-

lishing this charge~. but. he makes it e;xplici t that in ex

amining the deficiency contained in the liberal modernist 

position his philosophical attention is attracted to the' 

question of the logical is'sue involving:: . 

a contradiction inhering in the position of those 
who have broken with the traditional religious 
machinery and landscape, and who yet ins'ist. upon 
the pecular importance of belief in a God~ and 
the unique importance attached to particular at
titudes of worship and dependence:: to special 
kinds of experience which are. alone regarded by 
them as religious ,. because alone haviI'..g to do 
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ligious attitudes~~29 

At the beginning of the article itA God Or The Godn ' 
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Dewey confesses to seeing a difficulty involved in the 

question.:: Is there . .§!. God? FIe: envisages a problem arising 

at .. once not, only over the ,ability to arrive at a satis

factory answer to the question but to establish criterion 

for determining what would in essence constitute a satis-

f t 130 I f' t t k h to ac ory answer Q nae ,0 as suc a ques lon rep-

resents to his mind an, immediate situation giving rise to 

an undesirable 1imental confusion!! exhibited by an inabil-

ity to "define and specify the nature of the object re

ferred to",,131 This:, difficulty, it is maintained, is in-

e.xtricably inherent in a failure to separate two quest-

ions, namely:: 

i,Vhat, is the nature of God; what is or what must be 
God, in case he or it exists? And the other quest
ion ,. supposing an answer t,o the firs:t question has 
been reached by way of fixation of the theme of 
discourse ,. is:: Is: there any being or object in ex
istence which answe.rs the description?132 

The issue Dewey regards as fundamental and "more import- . 

ant than all th.e other issues\ put toget·he·.r"· in this prob

lem is the dis:cussion involving the God of a par.ticular 

creed or church etc'"" transformed to the notion of a God 

in general .. 133 To carry out this: transformation is, for 

Dewey to be involved in a c'ontradictiono 

He.develops his argument observing that attachip..g 

charact.eristic traits like nexclusiveness';!! to part.icular 
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gods, e.g. the god of Abraham" Is,aac, and Jacob, who per

mits no other to stand before him and demands obedience, 

is surrendered in time and brought into line with mants 

int,ellee-tual development,. Yet in making this shift in 

the formulation of the c'oncept of GocI the demand for "that 

limitation of human response and attitude which was ap

propriate to the exclusive and jealous God of Israel"l34 

remains operative. Accompanying thi$ snift is the: in

s:istenc,e on.!! God, a particular Being or object known 

through spe,-cia1 methods' and c'hannels of approach. The: 

poverty of' this! reasoning Dewey contends', is the. failure; 

to emphatically "surrender all foundations and old go

als"I35which must automatically follow 'by the inte'llect

ual flnec'ess'i ty of going on to a totally different point 

of view,n135forstered by a' change in 9tthe court of ul tim

ate appe,al 0 11
137 It is in this If court of ultimate appeal"' 

maintained by the liberal modernists, Dewey is examining 

that he finds three: philosophical difficul tie's in their 

reconstruction of the conc'ept of God.., , Two of the.se ob

jections have already been c.iretailed above. 138 Simply they 

ware:: (I); Formulating a supernatural concept of God based 

on the imperatives,: of the moral life is~ illegi t.imate. 

(2'1 Appeal t;o a channel or organ of experience denomin-

ated "'religious" presents; a problem of verification. 

In respect to the proble~ of verification, it must 

be mentioned that a primary fa'ctorleading Dewey to re-
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ject the "reality\! (God) set up by lVracintosh was. that it 

. ..t.." .. 11 1 ,.. . .p. 111.39 B . 1· t . was not. emplrlca y se I-Verl.i.YlDg" y lDlp_lca lon, 

one of the cri te.rion for postulating a concept:. of God, 

whateve,r it may mean,. must, for Devrey lena itself to em

pirical sel:f-verific'at ion ",. This receives further credence 

from his; insistence. that.:: nas' revelation, Christianity 

mus;t rev.eal" The oP~y tes·.ts by which it can be tried' are 

the t.es;ts of fact",,, to 0
11140 Dewey frs, argument here is' direct-

ed tovvard claims made 'by the liberal modernists: that the 

existenc'e of God is a question of fact, rather than a 

linguistic; usage.. The problem is, what do these words' 

mean in this context.? Dewey has~. it· will be remembered~ 

acknovrled'geci! the vagueness; of this; term,,141 T'.ne problem 0f 

verification is both complex and open, but in demanding 

empirical self-v1erification he is attempting to strike 

at the premises from which the. existence of' God' could be 

deduced, and in doing so echoe-s a similiarity to the'log

ical positivistst' argument against the poS'sibility of dem

onstrating the existence of God.,142 Though in fairness' to 

the thei~tic c'on.ception of the ,liberal modernist, the lib

eral modernist need not submit, and might well reject, the 

poss~ibility of his views being subjected to the test of 

fact, meaning empirical self-verification .. 

Dewey posits a third'objection to the liberal mod

ernist conc:eption of God and it follows; close on to the 

secondo H.e f'indis; "'The question of the evidence which 
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possibility the existence of a personal Will--_God,nl43 

iiunavailable Q n That is $. he implies' it is' in some sense 
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unavailable in th~ follow-up st8tement that "If the future 

of religion is bound up wi th really findiD .. .,g such just-

.. f 0 t 0 d Iff' h f t f 1 0 

0 ",144 ~ ~ca ory ev~ ence ear or""C e. "U" ure 0 re ~g~on .. 

Presumably it is empiric'ally unavailable though he does 

not explicitly spec'ify this.. Dewey applies the objection 

to thos.e .who would seek to establish an opject (God) that 

right.ly demands our devotion based upon the findings: of 

c'onditions and forc'es in existence generating the goods 

of living~145 The problem as' he sees it involves a 

shift from some.thing which we may be said intell-
. igibly to find in e.xperience, namely, forces . 
making for the production and extension of goods, 
t.o something which Vle do not find:; a power which 
rightfulbY commands the supreme a~d exclusive ador
ation, from the' very human fact of love, care and 
servic'e to some, devotion and love of all human 
beings 0

146 

Consequently, he charges the theistic' conception of' God 

as expounded by the ,liberal modernists rests' on Ifp..ypost ... ~ .. 

atization of an. undeniable fact" experience of things', 

persons" causes'" found to be· good and worth cherishing,. 11 

and seeking to establish on t.his n'a single objective ex

perience) .§.. Godo 11147 N'oticeably,! Dewey is not doubting 

the rlexperience" per se:'l, o.nl;)T the 'justification of estab-

lishir~ a God on He willingly maintains: 

... ' to> ",there may, also be persons who get an added 
ecstasy from an emotional hypostasis" that is" by 
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concentrating and intensifying emotion in some 
especial way" But it should be clear that this is 
a personal idiosyncracyoo ° "those who chose distrib
ution of objects, service and affection rather than 
hypostatic concentration of times, seasons, objects 
are wholly within their intellectual and moral 
rightsQQooexperience seems to me to demonstrate 
that for the great majority of persons this is 
much the saner course to follow .. 148 

VVb.at leads him to this course is the significance and" re-

lianc'e he, places on lithe expansion and distribution of 

valid meanings and goods through large ranges of exper

iences "n149 

Dewe:ylr s ar.guments are le,ft somewhat undeveloped, but 

his point is clear" He firmly objects in these 1933 con-

versations to postulating a theistic' conception of God 

as any supernatural "singular being"n150 But he does: not 

object to possible reconstruction.s in. the conception of 

God provided nit is clear What, it is to which is given 

the name God'o11 151 

In. deI1..ying the liberal modernist"s (WiemanVs) method 

of hypost"atizing a God, Dewey· ins:ists on dealing with the 

problem in terms of Ustraightaway experience," that is, 

without claiming any peculiar revelatory value for the 

special form of expression called IVreligious' .. II He charges 

Wieman with wanting vlan objective counterpart for human 

love and devotion" because of the l1alleged need of man 

for somet",hing to love" adore c ,,152 Conseq~ently, he 

(Wieman)' posits something objective (God): IVwhich gener

ates, supports: and constitutes: gOOd .. n153 D,ewey re~ects" 
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this outright for the reasons given above. In addition, 

he sees no reason t.o invoke a supernatural God, a God 

"existing beyond nature, II' ac:ting as an objective funct-

ioning force. Wieman infers or hypostatizes such a God 

and thereby extends the range of inference beyond·the 

funct.ional correlations among sensible events. Dewey 

is not. willing to go beyond this: point. He is therefore 

placing great,er rest.rict.ion on the; limits allowed causal 

inference. This is a salient feature in the formulation 

between a the.istic and a naturalistic, conception of God. 

Restrict.iug causal inference aff. he does;, frees Dewey of 

having·,to ac,cept a possible dualism and thereby plac'ing 

himself. at odds; with his naturalistic' belie,f that ,no 

evidence supports the real existence of a transcendent 

God Ca postulate he adheres' to as witnessed' in' the quot

ation on page 53l. 

D. C"onclus3ions) 

It, has been shoWn in~this chapter that. Dewe:y woul<;l 
o 

reject the formal "'proofs"' for establishing' the existence 
1,}, 

of God. ESsentially, he reject.s them on the same grounds 

as other c'ommentators and critics:. He is not incorrect in 

recognizing such arguments .. ~llJ:·e mainly of formal academic' 

interest. Though they mayor may Dot be rationally per

suasive ,. they are irrelevant when it. is considered trad

i tional belief in the existelnce of God has not depended 

11IIIIT1'" .' 
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on formal argumentive proof or demonstration. Rather, 

traditional beliet has depended on faith. 

Dewey choose~ to develop his~ case against God by dis
I 
I 

crediting belief ~n the supernatural status' assigned' God 

by traditional reiigiOnists·., His polemic centers around 
I 

four arguments:: (t1 A supernatural God is the product of 

hypos.tatization w~ich is' the result of' the; ""fallacy of' 
i 

selected emPhaSis'
r
" He maintains this is an inconsis'-

tent procedure anf of'f'ers the case of' Absolute EXperience 

as: an example. (fl. A supernatural God is a concept in

itiated by primit.:\.ve man because of his desire f'or se:cur-
I . 

it.y. Lat.er PhilOrOphy s'imply rationalized and justified 

it. (3) The proPfslition "'There is a supernatural God" 

does not have sufficient warrant. t,o be considered true .•. 
I • 

I . • 

The religionist,'sJ claim to It'know'" such.an objective. ex
I 

istent is invalid~ It cannot be the. result of' directed 
I 

experiment.al inquiry. The; experimental method of' ]mowing 
I 

employed by the sc:ienceS'- is; the only valid access to 
. I • 

truth. This meth~d invalidates) that utilized by the re
I 

ligionist to establish his supernatural God. (4) A super-
. I 

natural God acts;fs' a hindrance t.o the development of' 

s~ience and relig~on. It arre5t~ the f'ormer and f'osters 
! 

an uncooperative ~ttitude in the latter' in human endeavour. 

Each of' thesb four arguments was examined in turn 
I . 

and they were f'ound t.o be weak arguments • With respec-t 
! 

t.o Dewey-t· s firs;t pbjection it was' shown that Dewey 
I 

I 

I 
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cons'iders the. technique: of the idealist.t s procedure of 

eBtablishing. Absolute Experien.ce to be equivalent to the; 

religionist ~:s pr.ocedure of' es:tab]ishing a sup:ernatural 

God. This: forces the religionist. to. adopt the same prem~ 

is':e as a s:tarting point as-, the idealist,. namely, nrex-

parie.nc:ec-" Dewey neglects) to c'onsider that the religion

ist might rely on a volitional response or faith as' his 

s;tart.ing point. Secondly, it. is not made' cle~ar by Dewey 

if his critique of the idealist.st procedure is relevant 

to all forms of supe.rnaturalism. It ·can only be assumed 

that he. makeS': no distinction in supernaturalism.. It. was 

pointed out: that Dewey t s3 example of manrs~ longing for 

s'ecuri.ty in the fae:e of ins'ecurity in t.he world as an 

example. of the "fallac-y of selective emphasisll wag in

adequate. .K d:e.sire for security does; not determine the 

validity of the existenc'e of a supernatural God. The 

se.cond obJec·tion raised against a supernatural God by 

Dewey---a primi t.i ve. des:ire. for gecurity---was shovm to 

be open t.O the same critic'ism levelled: against Dewey in 

the first object.ion. Dewey's third argument, ·pe.rhaps' hiS' 

strongest c:ontention, is cogent if his: assumption concern

ing scientific method is tenable •.. But it. was pointed out 

that. scientific: me.thodology as: the only valid m'ethod and 

access to truth is; not itself a s:cientific proposition 

and to that extent appears s:e:l:f':"'contradictory. In add-

i t.ion , it was noted that Dewey fails: to c'onsider whether 
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c:laims aboat God is si:uilar' or di::::ferent :frmn the scien-

tist W s use of' the. ter'll<;> The IC't:;.r<::.h ob,ject:'on does not 

strike at the heart of' the matt-.er bu"',: remnins limi ted to 

the hist:orical observation that science has' in the past 

been hampered by religionists who felt their beliei's 

threatenedQ vrs accompanied by the assertion that 

science should be Giverced f'r"om religion" Ne,ithe.r of 

these points mitigate against the concept of a super-

natural God ... 

It is worth noting th.e emphasis Dewey gives to 

science in his objections and how ,consistent a part it 

plays as a c;ount,er-peint in these objections G Secondly, 

it, should be mentioned that while he makes weighty ob-

je.ctions to traditional religion and the conception of 

God s, he exhibits a clear disregard for examining trad-

i-'cional religion f:. ... om an historical perspect,ive and the' 

meaning of God in the traditionQ 

In. the 1933 articles, Dewey W s c'ase against the 

liberal modern~sts, tJle argument, against God is advanced", 

Once more he reje,ct's hypostatizing a supe.rnatural God..-

It: requires some channel or organ of e:x-perience denomin-, 

ated Vireligious en This presents' a problem of verificat-

ion. In addition~ he finds no evidence "available"- to 

On the positive 

side, the 1933 articles leEl(. ]}:;:;i;\iey to the vier" that 
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what is required of a concept of God is a God operative 

within the continuity of natu.ral processes, a God as a 

working force in life" But this' requires, to his mind, 

a complete break with traditional views.. It must be 

a-God capable of overcoming the weaknesses inherent in 
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traditional and liberal modernist constructions" It must 

be capable of scientific' verification~--empirical self-

verificationo Fresumably this would indicate any cog

nitivestatus he would assign to his God .is dependent 

upon the truth of falsity of establishing it on fact--

--a Dosteriori as opposed to· a priori" It must be a 

construction, ; to borrow a phrase from James Collins, 

without l1any reference of man to an order of being and 
. 154 value that ·transcends nature ~.Ii He. attempts to pro-

vide this c·onc.ept in' E Gommon Faith... 0' 



CHAPTER THREE, 

GOD IN DEWEY9 S THOUGHT 

A.. Deweyv s Interpret,ation of God 

Having advoc'ated the formulation of a concept of God 

in which God abides "wi thin71 the natural processes' as' op-

posed to an order lVoutside" or transcending nature, Dewey 

endeavours" in A Common Faith, to e.:ffe;ct' this construct-

ion.. In. carrying this out, he; strives to make his pro~ 

posal adhere to the second of the two alte,rnatives he out-
'. 

lines for the conception of a God---a concept rfframed 

wholly in t,erms: of natural and human relationships in-

volved in our straightaway human experience,,11 

By subscribing to this Naturalistic conceptlDewey 

is siding with a ,doctrine that commits him to the accept-

ance of at least one of three alternatives' regarding the 

status assigned God" samuel M Q Thompson, in his discus's

ion of Naturalism, outlines these alternatives" They 

are:: (1) To deny' the existence of God since nothing wi th

in nature properly applies to the. term uGod .. fi (2) To 

identify God with something within nature" (3) To ident

ify God with the system of nature as a whole" 2 

1n so far as' the first alternative is directed to 

a God existing II outside ll or t1beyond1V nature it corresponds 
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to atheism" }Tow'Dewey, it was shoiJIm, objects to the 

postulation of a transcendent God but d.bes' not reject' an 

idea of God outrighto Quite the contrary, he retains a 

professed need for an idea of God in his thought and re-

gards this need as urgent because:: lilt can unify inter-

ests and energies now dispersed; it can direct action 

and generate the heat of emotion an.d the light of in-"cell-
. 3 

igence "Ii He is,. howe.ver, willing to su bsti tute the term 

"divine" as a synonym for the. te:l"1ll nUodlV',in view of the 

fact misconceptions can and do arise from utilization of 

the name "God" ,,4 His' adherence to the us'e of the term, in 

s'pi te of traditional associations connected with it, is 

attributable to his firm belief that: 

A religious attitudeooeoneeds,the sense· of con
nection of man, in the way of both dependence. and 
support, with the enveloping world that the im
agination feels', is a unive~s:e.. Use of the words 
"Godu or ndivine!1"Q~"may protect man from a sense 
of isolation and from conE?equent despair and· 
defiance~5 

Burt he regards retention of the traditional terminology 

as Ita matter for individual decisionnPand of secondary 

importance whe~ it is realized' that the formulation of 

a concept of God offering IVsupport, to religion in action"? 

is imperative", 

To the extent, thi'S' first alternative converges with 

an atheistic commitment.' it· is' nQit acceptable tb Dewey"" 

He firmly reje,cte atheism, for in his words', it is 

lVaffe::::ted by lack of natu:ral piety "8and like supernatural-



ism is II'preoccupieCi. o •• with man in isolation. ",9 

A naturalistic interpretation of God adopting the 

third alternative: mer-ge.s naturalism with pantheism. lO 

Certainly Deweyt"s; desire for a God within---immanent in 
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the world---raises a suspicion that per.haps he: is inclin

ing toward a pantheistic tack if only tacitly. But an 

interpretat.ion working from this' presupposition or attempt

ing to derive it as a cone-lus'ion is appreciably weakened 

through lack of textual evidence available for citation 

to support an immanent identification with a single Being 

eneompass'ihg all reality. Alt.ernative number three· is 

foreign to his thought and ~'an be dispe.lled as represent

ing for him a viable framework w,i thin which a recon

structed .concept, of God: can be offer.ed .. 

C'onsequent,ly the remaining choice le,ft open to Dewey 
, -' 

is the second of' the, three· a1 te.rnati ves·---the formulation 

of a concept of God in which "'God" is identified' with som9-
.. -.,,-.~ .. "' '" . 

thing: within nature. But.. what is this something- and what 
-~"""'" ,. -"""""" ".", ,., . ., .;, .. " .. ,-.... , .... ~ .. , .... - ... ~. 

must" its mode of existence be? The importanc'e of pursuing 

this' question is evident in view' of Dewey"s statement 

made in a letter t.o Garliss: :lCamont on 27 rvray, 1935 demand

ing:. 

.. • .why is tnere. so much more c·oncer.n about the 
word tGod t aM'so little attention. to that which 
I said wn a r.~ality t,o Which. the word might be 
aPl?lied .. ' , 

At this point, t.o avoid a misrepresentation in 
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De:VlTe.y~ s case, i t~ is necessary to emphasize that the object 

in question II this some:thin.,g;.~ the "reali tyl1 to which 

D'e.weyfr s· concept of God refers ~ is' not an existent.. The· 

clue to unde.rst.anding this something labelled vv'G'od'" is~ 

given in one of Dewey" s comments about naines; in partic-

ular, names having no definite meaning.. In. his intro-

duction to the book Universe by Scudder K1yce, Dewey re

marks:: uin actual use names call attention to features 

f "t t" ,,12 Th' . 'f" f tho .r.> h· 0' a Sl ua lon.. e. slgnl lcance 0 .lS Lor lS pos:-

i t,i ve construction demands recognition and should not be 

overlooked", 

The reconstruction of the concept "God" Dewey pro-

poses begins with his acceptance cf cne factor he be~ 

lie,=~~.to ~e .c.:?~?r: .. ~n tr.adi ticnal religion and wcrthy 

of inclusion in his formulation, the emphasis cn the 
....... ,-.~ ...... , '.'~ .• ,... "",.. "~.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,",,,,,,,,.",,,,, •. ,,'.',,,", '0' .. ' ". ,,' .,',. '"''''-'''~''''''''''''"'~''' ... " .......... ,.,_ .... " ....... _ ..... _r''''.,,''''''''' .... , ............. __ •• ~_. ____ ... . 

ideal.. Th~: ideal". Dewey remarks, has: always been an in-
','" .... ""'1~"'~ .... ~..,.W<'1::l''' .. ''.,''''H,''·· ,~, .. ,'.'''' ..... '''',.''' ...... :-...... _ ... __ ~ ___ riM. _____ · ____ ....... ___ ....... ____ .. ____ _ 

digenou's element in traditiqnal religion in so far as 
. ---..... "'-~ ... " ....... -,-;"~-""".-... - .. "-.,~,.,, .. ,~~ •• ¥~,,. · •• , •.. · ... ·,rl •••• '" .""',~ ••• " .. ,,_ ,~"".,, •• '" _'" '".,." ... _,._,~,~ ...... , __ ."'~ •• " ....... " .... " •• ~_,.~~".~.,~_,_ .. ~, .. , ..... _~. n •••• _._~,~~ ........ . 

allegiance has been given to' the ideal and its cbject 

wherein the object is regarded as l1ideal'in contrast 
, ........ __ ""...w~~ •• , •• _ ....... " ••• ,.," ._",. •• ' ... ~ .... ~. ,. ,. '., • ,.. " .~., • ...-•• ", .. " .. ,_ .... _ .. _ .. _ ...... n .. ". ___ ........... _'~_.~.¥'_ ... _ ........ _~._". __ ~."."_"'"" .. _"' .... ,_ .... ~~ .... ¥ ....... ", ••• ".~._. __ ••• 

13 . 
with cur present'. state .. IV But, tradi tional religicn errs, 

"",~ .... ".,.".-".,-"' ............ ,, .......... '.' ,,' ...... _. ~,'!.., ..... , ", ~.:'" ~.~ •. ", .,--..... " 

he argues':r in what it ascribes to the cbject (God).. The. 

mistake it makes is clinging to' a prevailing idea bcrn 

of past culture. which nurtured an idea cf the super

natural and which was subsequently justified at the hands 

of apolcgetic:al efforts" Specifically in. centering on the 

ideal an identificaticn. a~cse between "the existence cf 
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ideal goods with that of a Person supposed to originate 
. ,14 . and support them---a Be1.ng" I ~ Th1.s· development, Dev.;ey 

c:ites, had the unfortunate result of inuring ments minds 

to dissociate the ideal from the physical15and, as a 

matt:er of course" to denegrate the natural" Attention 
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thus became diverted from ideal values and the exploration 

of the conditions whereby ideal values can be promoted.,16 

In t.his argument decrying the s'eve.rence of the ideal 

from existence and its personification, it is of particu

lar importance to note De~.~X.~ ... ~ ..... E.~ .. f~_~_~~_.to a<?~~.p~_.~~~~.~ad

itional prescription .. He rejects "the' identification of 

the ideal with a particular Be.ing ~ .. _~:.~~.:_~~~~~~ yr~_~.~~ .... t1?-_at 

ident i fi c'a ti on mak~_~. __ ~_~_?_~.~ .. ~.~~JT. tha t~ ~~~_B~~.~~g .. ~~.~ .... ?:t:I~~ ide 

.... ~~~.~~E::·,,1V17 God,. for him, is not'a ""Personality having V'" 
__ "_"' __ '_"~ ."., .. ~" ..... __ ''''',,' .. ,.,.~,~,~. ',",. ,<." .... ~ ....... ,~ ........ , .... ,,, ......... , ..... ~,,.,,., ..... , ...... ,.".'~. "~' ,~ .. ,., .•••..••• ,,' , ••. .•.. M ' __ H_'.' ••• ~. __ ...... ,~·., ••• , __ ••. 

o~j_~~i ~~_ ... ~.:z:.!_s,.!.~12?..:.~ vv
l8 

Se,condly, he re:fus'es- to acquiesce 

t.o condi t:ions fo;!:' ,the existence of the ideal as being 

other than embodied "in phys;ical mater~al and energies 

and in human capaci ty ~ nI9that is:, in "the world of phys

ic:al and social experience .. n
20 

vVhen Dewey c.'ontends that a concept of God must be 

"a working union of the ideal and actual ,/,.22 i t is thus 

understood that the.ideal referred to in this union con-

tainsno attribution of pe.rsonality and rather than being 

separate from actual conditions the ideal equates in som~ 

manne.r with them.. But this' union, he maintains', is not. 

something: given it is, "act;ive and practical •• ".a unit':'" 
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7,5 

ing .. n 22 Relating thiS" to the above. comment it is novr clear 
",W' .... ,,_ •• ~_,._~ .•• _, ... ~,~ .• ,' , . '. '.,," , ...... "'.""""I~"'''''''"'- '.""""-~"''''''''-'.~''''''''''''-''''~_''''''"~.'."''''''''''''.'''''''''J'''''''''''' ,""""."_ ..... ~ ..... , ~" .•. , """""""".~"'''''''''d •• ' ••• _~.''.'' ..... ....., ... _ .•. _ .... __ . 

that by the name lIG'od~! Dewey is' calliTl..g attention to a 
.. ~., .... " ...... _ ... __ .-' ..... __ ~'_'".~'''' •. .,.."''. ".,"' ...... ,,,, •. , .,,~,., ~,~"._, ..... ,. "~ ... *.-" ............ "-".,.~".-." ...... _'" ___ .. _ ......... , ............. ,.,,,\.,,.,."' .. 'c ....... .,..,,,,. .... • .... ~.~ .......... >," ,., ~' .••. ''''.' , " ""," .. "_,,_ •• ~,_ ••• 

situation. in which the ideal and the actual are features' 

manifesting themselves in a union", But thiS' union is 
." ...... """,.,,, ,.,', .~. •.•• ""'~. ", "'''''~MU~' .......... ~',..,".''tl''''~''','''''·.,.,' ... '·," ..,..· ....... r".·",,··,"'·'..:.'I.~'·'''''·''··, ..... ~"' .... "" •• '',..·''H .... '_· 

ne.i ther prede:termined nor static , it is a constant uni t-

ing as the situation warrants Q 'lTfle problem remains how-

ever as to how this connection between ideal and actual 

is conceived when taken together with some seemingly con-

flictip~ comments concerning Godo 

God: 

Dewey makes the following stat'ements pertaining to 

I .. [the word "God l!] denotes the unity of all 
ideal ends arousing us to desire and actiono 23 

2~ ~ " "the word "God" means the ideal ends that 
at a given time and place one ackrlOwledges as 
having authority over- his volition and emotion, 
the values to which one is supremely devoted, as 
far as these ends, through h~agination take on 
unity,,24 

3 .. "G'od" represents a unification of ideal values 
that is essentially imaginative in origin when the 
imagination supervenes in conduct .. 25 

4 .. " G' "the idea of God""" .. is .. "" .. one of ideal 
possibilities unified t~r.ough imaginative real
ization and projection" 0 

5., ...... the meaning [of the concept God] is' 
selective.. For it involves no miscellaneous 
worship of everything in, general.. It selects 
those factors in existence that generate and 
support our idea'of good as an end to be striven 
for,,27 

6", A humanistic religion~ if it excludE;s our re
lation to nature, is pale and thin, as it' is pre
sumptiop.s, ~gen it takes humanity as an object 
of worship", 
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70 The powers that generate and support the good 
as experienced work wi thin as well as 1:1i thout c .. " • 

And the powers work to enforce other values and 
ideals t,han. righteousness .. 29 

The first four of these statements correspond God to 

the ideal" God is portrayed as' an imaginative synthesis 

of idealso But these ideals, as ideals s possess no act

uali ty.. 'Ithey remain purely possibilities? On these terms. 

Dewey is assigning God an ideal status .. 

The issue is' compounded when passages 5, 6 and 7 are 

considered.. On the one hand, it is not immediately clear 

that God on 5" 6, and 7 could not include the first four .. 

On the other hand, the last three passages form an 
I 

attachment not with the ideal but with the actual.. This 

apparent dichotomy would suggest Dewey is envoking a sub

tle dualism in his construction between the ideal and 

the real, oscillating emphasis between the two, and in 

the last analysis harbouring two conceptions of Godo If 

this contention could be validated it would stand as a 

c'ont'rad1i.e.tion to his inclusive philosophical position 
. '='0 

with'it'S rejection. of idealism"" and constant, renunciation 
. 31· ' 

of dualisms .. 

It would be a mistake to charge Dewey with idealism 

or ente:rtaini:gg a dualism in his conception of Godo ~ 

'l'rue he is not e.xplici tly aware of the., above difficulties 

in his reconstruction, but he is - so implicitly.. This' is 

divulged in. his attempt to eff'ect, a reflex whereby the 
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actual becomes the matrix of' the ideal and unification is 

gu-aranteed b;)r the supervention of the imagination", 

nWe are;; IV :De\'ley writes, n in the presence neither of 
,'_., ......... " ... "."""''''' .. " .. -".--~,,---''''-,-------..... -'''-,,-""''''- .. '''''',.~."-.",.-•. --.-,-,,---.---,-.,,.~ ... 

ideals completely embodied in existence nor yet of ideals 
... -... -... ~-. .--.. ",.- ........... "'''''' ............ ~""''' •.. ,.,.~' ....... '" ."",,,,, ".,.",' .,., ~. " .. ',,',.... .." , .... , ..... ~,. .... ..-.~ . ~",.,. ..... , ... .,~ ", ........ '" .. ".~ .. ''' . " .. 

that are mere rootless ideals, fantasies, utopias" For 

there are forces in nat:l,]re an.Cls.oc.;iety tI1atgen~rate and 

support the idealso,,32. Ideal ends, he believes, are 
'~--~~"""'."'~ n'~"""""''''''''"''''''''_' ,,, •• , ,,,.,.--.-~.~'" .,., " 

framed out. of IV goods of human association ,. of art, and 
. n3 

knowledge Q n'
V Their realization is accomplished through 

the working of the imagination it s' idealization of eXlst-

ence,. This is carried out, when liThe idealizing imagin-

ation seizes upon the most precious things found.in the 

climacteric moments of experience and projects them.,,,34 

Thus ideal' ends. attain their ideality but retain Vlroots 
',." .... " ... 

. <)5 
in existence and" .. " .. support from existenc·e., "_0 Imagin-

ation as the agent in this process is considered to be 
. 

natural.; It .. does not, Dewey maintains ,. Hdenote fantasy 

arid doubtful ' reality G II On the contrary:.: 

An ideal is not an illusion because imagination 
is the organ through which it is apprehended .. 
For all possibilities: reach us through the im
agination., In a definite sense the only meaning 
that can be assigned the term "imagination" is 
that things unrealized in fact come home to us 
and have power to stir us", The unification 
effected through 'imagination is not fanciful, 
for it is the reflex of the unification of 
practical and emotional attitudes., T"ne unity 
signifies not a single Being, but the unity of 
loyal ty and effort evoked by the fact many ends' 

, are one, in the p01'ler of their ideal ~ or imagin
ative, quality to stir and hold US.,26 
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This reflex c'onstruction negates an exclusive ident-
~. __ ,_" .•.• ,_", ••• __ "," __ W~""_' , __ •. '_, .••. ".~~ .. " .•.. M. .,. , ... ,~" .•. <', .'''_.'~_.--...~ __ ... _ ..... ___ ~_,_''''~ .. , ...... ,., •• __ '" ." •••••• 

ificat.ion. with either the ideal or the actual independent 
• _________ • __ •• _., __ .". __ ,. ,~ •• __ ""'" _"._._ •••• _____ •••••• ____ ' •• ' ••• H'M"" _~_. , •• ~_ •• _ •• ~., ____ •• • •• _." •••••• , ••• ~ •••• " ._"_ ••• , •••••••• " •• ~" •• _ ••••••••• '. •• 

of one anothe.r .. (J?d.,-. as reconstructed by De.wey, is a con-

cept. corresponaing to the resultant relationship, the 
.• " .... ' ••. ""'_'M"~_" _ """" ••••• _. '~""_'~_""" __ ,~ •• " . ~, "'~ ••..• _ .• , .. " ....... ~ .......... _ •• ~ .. ,. .... ,"_ " ••. " 

situati~n,. when. these two ~a.~.t~r~ .... ~re .c''??J~,.i.~~~: ~y the 

imaginative faculty fOrming a uniOn.,. or as he would have 
'" .. -..... ,-~-,." .. ,., ...... -.--.-.-.~ ..... '. ""."" ...... " ... ''''', ..•. ", .. "' ... ' -.' ..... -..... , .. --~-~-... ~~ ... ---..... -- .... ~ ... ~ 

it, a uniting •. T:gi_§._ .. ~.g§.9~m.i?J±t_ .. i.Sl .... _'V!P..~~.p~~ey .. means by his . .. , ...... ,"" ... _ .... '" .. 

oft-quoted, but misunderstood ,. statement: "It. is this; 

active relation between ideal and actual to which I would 
, ............ , ... ' .... ,~, .. , ." ., .... " .•. __ ., .. -.-......... ,-.-~~-.. -~~ .... -'" .. ~." .... , 

gi ~.~ ··~h~:;:;~e r. God ~ ~ n27 

The union formed as: a result of the imaginat,i ve f'ac

ul ty"s proJection of selected factors in existence is not. 

existential but an imaginative construction., and as such 

"exists" as a natural product (since the imagination is 

held to be natural): of the, human mind'. As Dewey phraS'es; 

it,:. liThe 'divine' [God] is thus a term of human choice 

d . t .. n.:38 It d t f t th + • an asp~ra ~on. ,oes: no , re er 0 any ~ng ~n-

dependent of human choice and judgement ... 

, Deweytl s diebt to the Kantian concept of God is under

scored in this c anst'ruct ion , though' admittedly there are 

wide differences between the two. Kantts conclusion that 

God may well b:e a pure idea of reason. would never succeed 

in gaining Dewey"'s agreement, but both thinkers" conce.pt

ions resemble each other in that God becomes a postulate 

and not an. 6bj,ect.· of cognit.ion. For Dew;ey, God. is a 

postulat.e signifying the uuificatioll of .spe:cif'ic human 
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3 0 
cogni tions---ideal ends ackIlowledged as values.. "" '!J:."lat is' 

cognitively real for Dewey in this unification is, how-

ever, the iiexistent conditions tV which provide the 8ctual 

matrix for developing the idealo Al1.d being made lI'out of 

the hard stuff of the world of' physical and social ex-

perience" they are open to nthe procesS' of creation 

[which] is experimental and continuous .. 11.40 It is thus' 

the antecedent existe,nt conditions forming the foundation 

for this reconstructi'on of' God and not t,tle consequent ' 

God that remains capable of being subjected to empirical 

verification.. In each case the conditions are limited 

by a dependenc~ upon nature and natural transactions 

since nothing transcending or ilbeyondl1 nature and its 

transactions is allowed by D'ewey.,4l To be otherwise 

would, for him, be unreligious because: n'The, es'sentially 

unreligious attitude is that which attributes human 

achievement 'and purpose to man in isolation from the 

v.rorld of physical nature and his' fellows .. n
42 

Inctusion of modified traditional religious notions 

does not end with Dewey's acceptance, and subsequent re-

interpretation, of the ideal factor" He undertakes to 

infuse a moral identity into the unity referred to as 

"God .. n This is typified in his comment, that the union 

rather than being mystical His natural and moralo,,43 

That he sho'Q.ld want to induce morality into his concept 

of God is a matt,er of obligation and not mere whim .. ,For 

, , 
I 
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having once recoGnized morality has in the past attenuated 

the concept of God in re1igion he is forced back upon his 

contention that vrhat traditionalists connect wi.th their 

concept of God can be had 1Vequally well in the course of 

h .. 1 t' t t' . ~ 1d n 44 uman experlence l11. our re a -lon - a n8 na-cura.l VlOr .. 

gecondly~ rejecting dependence on an external power in 

favour of natural means requires that he show that such 

a finite limitation does not lead to "a surrender of 

human endeavour,il despair, or a stoical acceptance of 

worldly good and evil o 

Dew~y, of course, readily ~.~?:!_~ .... .!.~~_.~~.~~_!~~£~_~f 
evil in the world and that existing conditions are not 

"''''~ "." ..... " ... ~. . .. _ ..... __ .M._· ... _ .. _, .. ~"_.,,,· ......... "._~. '" ... ,,_. ___ .. ,,_ ..... _-. ..... _"~ .. 

Ll5 
wholly good" ~ Were conai tions otherv1ise~ he argues', "the 

notion of possibilities' to be realized would never em-

erge 0,,46 Desirous of t~~;is state 

, h d47 . 'f . , . .,-, 
~ e goo In pre erence ~o eVl~ 

of affair's he chooses . 

or a balance between the 

tw 0 .. ·S'u.Eel~ __ ~E:~ .. __ ~~?_9:._ .. '..~~ s,. <3.::, .. ~~~ .... ~.~ ... _~_~_._.~.!E~.~.~.:: .... !?~.'..~._E.~·-
quires som~ comment of accounto But his comment is all 

too succ:inct , it passes ove.r the host of issues and trad-

i tional difficulties associated with attempts to re.con-

c'ile good and evil <0 Instead ~ Dewey simply contends the 

good is indicated by idei3.1 ends and its' attairunent is' 
.... ".- ~.. .. ' ........ ~ ... --.--.-.--..... "" .. -.~ .. ,,-~,-, ... -.-~-.... -~ ....... ,-". .-.' ~-.-.. ~, ... ~ .. ,.--. 

acc'omplished nthrough continued co-ope.rat.i va:: effort .. ",48 

The instrume:nt of conduction in this case is" commun-

ication.. T-hrough its occurrence and operation natural 

events are subjected not only to raconsideration but. 
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-1 49 D .,.., revis'ion as' wel...1- <> evre.y' S lnl:e:.yC on giving religion a 

social context ro.-:::18r than an individual fix, an early 

d 1"" J.:. 50" "~. 1 an lngerlng quesG, lS eV1Gen~ nere Q 

Satisfied with the c-~respondence between good and 

ideal ends, his reconstruction shifts the weight of its' 

concentration to conside.ring the ideal ends", At the ex

pense of philosophical entanglement he begins 'iri tIl. the: 

recommendation that authority and value for the ideals' 

does not depend "upon some prior complete embodiment" i,51 

Attempting to remain consistent iNith his philosophical 

c·o:m.t-ni tment. he rei:iJ..forces· th"is cOIr.tIn.ent b;)T maintaining 

that. nature is the agent prov"iding the; direction and 

:Ene e.xamination has already illustrated the natural 

foundation from which ideals are said to arise but his' 

U'se of the phras!e n ideal ends IV requires some clarifica-, 

tionQ His refe:rence to "ends n in this context is better 

served when thought of as !lgoals ii in so far as the term 

II goals IV te.nds to diminish any not ion of finality and 

association with. independent fixed realities, both of 

which he rejects" 5.2 It must a];so be stre~sed that 

uideals lV ar.e capable of c'hange as conditions are tested 

and improved in existent'conditionso 53 Therefore,'taking 

bC?th terms together, "ideal ends"signifie.s human per-

spectives rqther than terIl+inations 0= specific courses 

of action.. They are imaginary syntheses 0 He: amplifies 
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the correctness of this interpretation when of the "ideal 

ends" he writes: 

The neVil vision does no~.:. arise out of nothing, but 
emerges through seeing, in terms of possibilities, 
that is, of' imagination, old thilJ.gs in nevii re
lations servi:q.g a new end which the new end aids' 
in creating,,54 

TI1.e imagination seizii'lg on a desired goal selects 

factors in existence which will support a course of act-

ion culminating in the required resultQ In each and 

every case these goals are chosen as a resul~ of human 

choice and due deliberation upon. the imaginatively con-

ceived ideals.oP Farther~ only those fac·tors in existence 

are chosen iVthat generat,e our idea of good as an end to 

be striven foro ,,55 'rne coherence and validity resulting, 

froID. this action is a !Vuni ty of all ideal ends [capable 

ofl arousing us to desire and actionso vv56 The; mode of 
- , 

existence entailed by this unity of ideal ends is the 

postulate Dewey labels li"O:od,,1'1 Is moral quality is' em-

bodied in the i.deal ends comprising the unity in so far 

as, the ideal~ themselves represent selected goods of 

existence chosen. by man in quest. of a desired end Or 

goal .. 57 

As an alternative, to traditional interpretations, 

Dewey v s inducement of morality into his' concept of God 

contains a premise foreign to traditional beliefs', ' 

namely, nWe need no external criterion and guarantee rr 

for the goodness" of the goods of human association 
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. d 1" d b t 7' • • ,. 58"(T J... ea .... lze y .o.e lmaglD.2.-ClOn" .1e presupposes', following 

this premise, that man, and man alone~ is capable of es-

tablishing.the flexible ideal goals necessary to provide 

reconstruction in existing conditions c He testifies' to 

this when of the religious attitude he writes: 

Natural piety is not of necessity either a fatal
istic acquiescence in ::J.atural happenings or a 
romantic idealization of the vJ'orld <> It. may res-t 
upon a just sense of nat<"'lT'e as the whole of which 
we are parts; that are marked by intelligence and 
purpose, having the capacity to strive by their 
sid to b:;::'ing conditions into grf-5~at.er consconance 
with what is humanly desirable" ,,9 .. 

In the face of this: De.wey urge.s a devotion of sup-

reme loyalty to this' unity of ideal ends, this God born 

and bred of the human mindo Such a concept, he believes, 

contains all the necess:ary and required emotional attach-

ment equivalent to that found in traditional conceptions 

of God.,· And the emotional stir derived from this recon-

structed God is engendered: in the reeogni tion of "'poss'-

ibilities as yet unrealized, and with all action in be~ 

half of their r~alization"il60 
. . 

This construction, to Dewey<rs mind ,. remains con-

tingently, intr'insically, and eausally dependent upon 
,., . , .. ","~.""'.j,, ".,.,. ., .. ,.,,,.,,~,, ..... , .. " .. ,.~ .. ~., .... " •• ~,",.~.",,,~,,.-"",,,,,,,,.-,--~,,-,-.-~-,,,, 

the natural foundation of the material, finite worldo 

And he regards it as a suitable course capable of meet-

ing mode.rn demand for a faith0 The satisfaction result-

ing from it deriv.es its force from IVan intellectual view 

of the religlous func·tion that is: based on continuing 



choice directed tovrard ideal ends 0 n
6l The degree in which 

suc'cess: v1ill att:end it;, Dewey believes', depends on the 
. 62' degree. in which belief in the supe.n"latural is given up.. . 

As a faith it is chara~terized DY~ 

Q .. .the unification of the self through alleg
iance to inclus:i ve :tdeal ends, which imagination 
presents to us: and t.o vlhich the hUJIlan will re
s:ponds a~r vvorthy of controlling: our desires' and 
choic:es' o 03 

Such a fai th ~ he maintains' ~ is fully expressed in ~~'com

munic·at.ive. operations of human beings living together".64 

where;in is·: contained Wall the elements for a religious. 

"5 faith" .. " .. not C"onfined to s,e.ct~. class ,. or raee'o n,o This 

faith~ he continue;s;, 'l1has; always.. been implicitlY" the: 

common. fBi t1r of mankind.. It remainS' to make it. explicit 

66 and militant •. I~ 

B... Critique 

]Je:\l\i~ey\ts "case against Godri (Chapter Two): was demon

strated t.o C'ons::l.st o:f a refutation of the:: traditional C'on-

ception of':a supernatural existent Godl' and a liberal mod-

ern formulation that fails ,. in his opinion, to break COID-

pletely with the; tradition", Reacting against these' views, 

he reconst,rU'cts a concept. of God attempting to overcome. 

the difficulties he ascribes to ~hese two int erpre.tat ions '" 

The que.stion is however',. does he manage ~.o succeed in 

this task"? 

A comparis:on. between God as Dewey reinterprets the' 
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concept and the views he opposes reveals: that in general, 

his objections to supernaturalism can in turD be levelled 

against his own positive account of God., I~ his ardent 

expressed desire to provide contemporar:y man with a rally-

ing point to offset fears and despair he clearly turns 

his back on, his ovm criticisms'" T""nree of his four object-

ions illustrate -L." • L..nlSo 

Dewey~s first argument condemns supernaturalism be

cause it f'allaciously rests on nselective, emphas'is 11
67 and 

the converting of eventual functions in.to an antecedent 

existence which in turn is made 'the object of religious 

devotion.. But his rec'onstructed concept of God, minus 

a personal antecedent :r;-ealitY!l does essentially the s'ame .. 

He: holds the meaning of God is not, a worship of everything 

in general; it is selective., "It selects those factors 

in existence that generate and support our idea of good 

as an end to be striven for ""n 68 How it is sufficient to 

say that the traditional choice of certain objects for 

devotion is ,hardly to be condemned if it is legitimate 

for Dewey to se.l€!ct objects he 'considers worthy of ex

c'lusive dedicationo And it is also worth, asking what is' 

the criterion for selecting some and rejecting others? 

He gives ,no attention to thiso 

Supe;rnatural religion. is belaboured in a sec-ond 

arguL1ent bec~use its desired object of worship is "an 

t t ' ~ . d ~ "t p69'~ ou grow n O.L man's nee Lor securl y,,' I De.wey argues· 
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it rests on a pro,j ect ion, an hypostatization of traits 

f . 70 H h -rom exper:t.ence. owe.ver, as was s own in the above ex-

amination, Dewey admowledges, the, union of ideal ends 

(God) to be a product of imaginat.ive projection .. ?l Pre-

cisely why he, find's this~ desirable, in his ovm words" is 

bec'ause;: 

.. .' ., the unification of the: self' throughout the 
ceas,eless flux of what it does, suffers, and 
achieves:, cannot be attained in terms of itself., 
The self is always direc·ted toward something be
yond it:se:lf and so it.s ovm modification depends 
upon the idea of the integration of the shifting 
sC'enes: of the world into that imaginative totality 
we call the rrniverse.72 

In the light, of this~ evidence, if it is desirable 

for the: self t,o aC'hieve a s·,tate of int,egration,' then' in 

what sense is the degree of validity greater for basing 

a faith on it as opposed to a faith based on a des'ire for 

securi ty? C'e:rtainly choice does not guarante.e. such a 

validity.. nor is it the case that. in choosing the former 

the latt.er. is invalidated. 

Dew-eyts third objec:tion to supernaturalism. stipulates' 

that it. relies Oin an invalid m'ethod of knowing ; it fails be

cause there is Con his terms) only one aC'cess' to t:ruth, 

the "experimental theory of knowing'" employed by the 

sciences .. 73 But can Dewey"s concept of God meet this' re

quirment? It. was demonstrated that the matrix 'for es

tablishing ideals,. out of which the unity of ideal ends 

is, ultimately farme'd , derives, itS'. suppo'rt and genesis 



t l • 1 711. from existent condit ions in ne na-cura world <> - 'IIl.ese 

conditions supposedly being empirical are open to scien

tific study and the expe,rimental method of lmo\ving 0
75 

ni.is: of' course is op'en to conjecture since it involves 

judgements of value "iivhich :may ::'10t be open to empirical 

verification" However this might be, the important 

point is that the unification of ideal ends requires 

something other than the findings of science to verify 

it.. Whatever scientific method signifies, it at least 
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means verification involving public as' opposed to private 

confirmation", The imagination and its constructs, as 

Dewey'!s work shows, is not physical but rlmental" and 

therefore private" 'Mental states or processes s just in 

so far as they are not physical, are not open to applic-

ation of the methods of science and scientific obser~-

ation.. Dewey~' s concept of God is thus placed in jeopardy 

on two 'counts: (1) It is a mental concept and therefore' 

private, but Dewey, it will be recalledSl rules the 

pl"'ivate out, 'of court", (2') It cannot be scientifically 

verified, hence it fails to meet the very condition h~ 

demands the God of the tradition meet", The' concept of 

God formulated by Dewey is thus incompatible with his 

naturalism", He; treats 'a mental affair, the imagination, 

as a bodily or physical af'f'aj.I" and what is this if not 

a commitment to materialism.72.-the doctrine' that all ver-

ified truth is: of physical events and properties? 
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In e.ach of the three above cited cases, Deweys sown 

criticisms serve to undermine his positive construction 

of God" To this extent the ,To.lue of such a concept is 

thereby pl'7oportionally reduced "" 

Deweytrs repudiation of the liberal modernistt's con-

, f G' d . '" .. , h ,. . .!... 1- 77...,.. G' d cep-c 0 - '0 lS conSls-cen-c Wl -c lllS' s l,rlC-CUres Q tilS -0 , 

as defined, is neither derived from the imperatives of 

the moral life nor does it act in way as: a guarantee, for 

the validity of moral legislation.. Morality for De\',ey is' 

entirely a human affair" Goods are the result. of human 

deliberation and complex transactions in the course of 

social communication" P::n.y guarantee they may carry is a 

result of the suc'ce'ssful completion of specific COU:i:"ses 

of ·action." 78 V'lhere: the liberal modernist. relies on a 

S'pecial channel or organ of experience .denominated "re-

ligious" Dewey does not., But he' does: cOT.'1pens·ate for 

t.his by offering a count~erbalancing postulate---the iI!l.-

agination as; an organ of experience, vlThich is responsible 
'. 

for the formulation of his concept of God .. 

A major issue in.Dewey's quarrel with the liberal 

modernists surrounds the l1 evidence" which would justify 

a working belief in their concept of God", He maintains 

that in the light of empirical evidence being unavailable, 

they subsequently stoop to relying on hypostatization or 

inferri~~ the existence of' a God transcending natureo 

E"owever, as the above argumel':t demonstrates, his God .is 
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not open to direct empirical verificat ion either 0 Devvey 

criticizes the traditionalists and liberal modernists 

alike for resting their case 0:1 hypostatizati0l1s or in-

ferences, yet he does essentially the same with his im-

aginative projections" Their validity merely appears' to 

follow since their import does not transgress the natural 

vvorld and natural transactions.. But. this justification is' 

at best only a verbal one", In what sense then could the 

God of the liberal modernists be any less. valid .than 

Dewey's concept? 

The essential difference between the concept of God 

offered by Devvey and that offered by the liberal modern-

ists is the differerice between a naturalistic interpret-' 

ation and a theistic interpretation" In spite of the 

fact DevreylT s concept of God has been interpreted' theis·t

ically it is rather curious indeed that by any stretch of 

the imagination it. could be believed to be so" Professors' 

Wieman and Meland howeve.r, in their book American Phil-

1. " f R' 1"" 79 1 "CO D ' 1"' t' h' osopnles 0 ' ~ 19lon, c_asslIyewey s re 19lOUS noug~, 

based on a consideration of his' concept of God, as: "em-

pirical theisIDe u This categorization is not novel in 

the case of 'Wieman, for in 1934, two years before the pub-

lication of the book written in conjunction with Meland, 

he insists, in an~ article entitled nIs John Dewey a 

Theist?vl,80that Dewey is a theist" 

I\fow VI the ism , Ii according to the Dictionary of PhiI-
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i+ c" _Vv· definition the following 

major characteristics: 

(1) A concept of G~od as a unitary Being ('equivalent ., 

to monotheism) 0 

(2) A combination of both the transcendence and im-· 

manence of God.. That is'., God v s personality transcends 

things~ but is imnw.nen-c in them .. 

(3) God, removed from human affairs, transcends the 

natural world as a supel"natural agent endowed with super-

natural pOVlers .. 

Relating this to Dewey's concept of God the follo'wing 

can be seen" His reject.ion of the supernatural status 

assigned God eliminates' him from both the s'econd and 

third cases" Similarly, it could only be with the utmost 

difficulty that the first case could be applied to his 

Godo ifhe first case implie.s a pers-onality maintaining 

a definit..e status.. Dewey howe,ter, it will be recalled, 

obje.cts. to' a God' cnarac:t.ex:;'ized as' a sir.gle Being endowed' 

with personality.. This then would ru]e out monotheism 

('in the sense that monotheism is the belief, in one sup-. . 
reme p'ersonal,; moral Being. who requires a.n unqualified: 

response from ereaturesle. The::t'e is~. in addition to 

this, no question of polytheism being applied to his con

cept of God.,. Rei e:mphaticall;;r rejects' such a doctrine .. 82 

C-orliss . Lamont. is' quite correct in his statement contend

ing: fiJohn Dewey was not s' then ~ in any sense a theist,. 
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83 

As a naturalist vlhy should De"wey want to include a 

c'onc'ept of God in his) reJ..igi01.:;:S t~'lought? Is it really 

needed? This is a question of importance for one of his-

s:tudents" Corliss LamoIl .. :.:t, has challeng.ed: Dewey "did not 

incorpo;r,ate tIl.at word into 'his CCrllIlon faith or into his 

• n 84 phllosophy", 
~ 

In his book F.Jllerican Rel~'...I::ious Philos ophy s. Robert 

J., Roth asks the provocative question~: "To be a natural

ist is ;i. t necessary to deny God" ,,85 Gertaip~y if one 

~vitness~s the militant agnosticism of Herbert Spencer, 

the anti-religious tendency of Huxley and Be·rtrand 

Russell, and the B:ggressive atheism of the French En

cyclopale\lists, for example, there is an inclination to 

want to ~:mswer Roth ~ s question in the affirmati vee But 

t.here ii~ no necessary essential connection" philosophic-

ally,. bletween naturalism and agnosticism,. anti-religious 

tendenc:i~~s; or atheism", Nt best such associations are 

. the prOd'ilct '. of historical linkage or purely personal 

motivat;iqns 0 I{aturalists need 'not necessarily deny God" 

But the~y are at least c'ommonly committed to rejecting 

among other things~ theistic interpretations of God., 

The naturalists as John Herman Randall Jr" points 

out, is devoted to providing a ncritical interpretation 

and analysis .of every field,u consequ':', ... vly, there fiis 

room fOJ~ religion,. .. " .,since tha'::; is an encountered fact 

91 



c·once:::}. with the ~ ,87 ..,.. .. to eterrJ..C'..L ~ I, or as S-'cerling Lamprecrn .. 

phrases it ~ liThe existe~-.:.::;e of C .... ;.<: deserve:s the' :Eaires·t 

88 c'onsideration" IV . provides an ansv;er why 

Dewey does direct his' attention to these matters, but 

hardly sufficient reason to e':Kplain the inclusion of a 

recons-tructed concept of God in his thought .. 

To answe.l~ this a subtle distinct.i on must first be 

made.. It is not just a question of whether or not 

Dewey f1' s reconstructed concept of God qua concept. is in-

cluded" Its importance is bo-1:;:h as a term and to secure 

a certain advantage for his:· naturalistic. philosophy" 

It was ShO'lftffi in the course; of analysing Deweyt's 

e.oncept of God t:hat he feels: there is' a requirment for 
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such a c·oncept." It. is' intended to fulfil an urgent need 

and he expresses a preference to retain the term "Godl!' V' 
or syna,,nymously the "divine ""i?,89 Sidney Hooks· who worked 

closely with Dewey on the m8.nuscript. for A Common Faith, 

mentiorJ,s', in' amplificat.ion of this; point" that when he 

aaked :D,8wey why he used the; term Ul 'God ii' the, latter re-

plied::. 

'" " "the term. had no unequivocal meaning in the 
ib.istory of thought., that there was no danger of 
:~ts beip..g misunderstood (in which he was~ s:r,ortly 
p:r:oved wrong),; and that, there was no reason why 
its emotive association~ of the sacred, profound, 
.9J.'ld 1.:1 t.imat,e I3hould be surrendered to the super
naturalist, e.speciall;y" since for him not religion 
but the religious; experience is~ central .. 90 
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ation. marks by Hook):; 
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Besides there are. so many people who would feel 
bewildered if not hurt we.re they denied-the in
tellectual right t.o use the term ~God .. q They are 
not in. the churches,. they believe what I believe, 
they would feel a loss if they could not speak 
of God.. Why then shouldnv·t I use the term,,91. 

Again, in a final correspondence on the use of the 

word "Godl! writt.en to Gorliss Lamont on 23 EfaY5: 1941 1 

Dew.ey stat.es:: 

I' think it important to help people to realize 
that they can save what it actually meant to 
them free from superstitious elementso 92 

It is evident from these passages Dewey feels every 

right to utilize the term "God" and he formally includes 

it as a term in his religious thought to serve a specific' 

function, namely, a practical emotive effect~ 

Admittedly,. as mentioned above, this runs contrary 

to Corliss Eamont's conclusion", However, Lamont~s C'on-

clusion does not seem to follow from. the evidence he 

provides to support ito It suggests something ~:lse • 

.And it fails to make a distinction between meaning and 

use in the coneept in question .. 

In a series of letters exchanged between himself 

and D~wey, Lamont, puzzled over Deweyq· s de fini t ion of 

God as the lIactive relation between ideal and actual, n' 

asks of his old teacher., clarification to calm his 

scepticism. Dewey replies in a 1ett.er· dated 16 August, 



1935, and inc'ludes in this~ retort the following state-

ment: 

Thanks for your note which explained something I 
hadn Itt, been able to understand.. ..L suppose one 
of the first things I learned in grammar vms the 
differen<T!e between would and should.. But never
t'heless I made a bad slip which accounts for the 
fact that you thought I was making a recommend
ation .. , The meaning in my'mind was essentially:: 
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If the word tGod i is' used, this is what it should 
stand for; I didnVt have a recommendation in mind 
beyond tbe proper use of a word~93 

£aiTIOnt claims, on. the. basis of this remark, that 

the meaning Dewey is assigning to "Godl! is merely a rec-

d t " f . d ~""t" 94 ThO t t" " ommen a lon or a propeli.' e:Llnl lon.. 1 lS con en lon lS 

not entirely wrong nor is it new.. It re.pres-ents a re-

iteration emphasized by Dewey in the 1933 article ltDr .. 

Dewey Replies" Vl 95 But Lamont pushes his conclusion from 

this evidence too far.. It does not indicate a refusal 

on Dewey ~ s part t.o include a reconstructed concept of 

God in his thought.. Secondly , it completely mis'ses: the 

emotive force Dewey wants to re:tain by keeping the term 

II God .. iI At the most, Lamontts evidence seems to indicate 

by implication Dewey himself does not. personally prefer' 

or require a need for the term.. This' i$ a choice, it 

will be recalled, Dewey leaves altogether open for each 

individual to. decide for himselfo 96 If the lireality to 

which the word might be applied!! was meant to have no 

significance in his thought then it seem? silly he would 

troubl~ himself about it as he does.. Lamont does: a dis-

service to Dewey in advocating his concept "of God is~ 
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extraneous .. 

fJeweyt s intent to remain faithful to human e.xperience 

with an emphasis' on ideals or' s-tandards in pract,ice im

ediately gives rise to a problem he. has to overcome.. On 

the one hand, if he seeks the unification of ideals in 

an integrating principle "outside" of the natural frame

work he eludes t,o supe;rnaturalism .. , On the other hand, 

if he reduces human values to mechanical conjunctions 

of material entities he opens himself up to the charge 

of materialism" Deweyts response to free himself from 

this difficulty is his c'oneept of God 0' In effect he. 

att,empts to char.t a middle course between these tvlO 

(for him) axtremes;'i both of whieh he rejects., 97 Selected 

human values in addition to their actual oasis in the· 

social world are given. an ideal status as products of 

the human mind.. This supposedly avoids a materialistic 

reductione Postulating a unification of ideal ends 

provides an integrating principle capable of endearing 

loyalty and devotion, consequently "divinity" becomes 

what man discerns in his imagination.. This presumably 

free,s him from having to resort, to invoking supe:rnaturaI 

agents .. 

Deweyt.s second reason for the inclusion of the con-

c·e.pt God is thus attributable to his commitment to a nat

uralistic philosophy which att.empts to ove.rcome the pit

falls of supernaturalism and circumvent a v1;tlgarmaterial-



ism, yet at, the same time s-ecure, as Randall remarks':: 

n~vhat, is actually valid in the ~spiri tual life II' of the 

great religious visions" It mus·t really interpr~,t '. clar

ify, and criticise the facts and values' o'f man I" S' moral, 

religious, and artis:tic e.xperience ,. and not mere:ly try 

to analyse them away,,11 98 

Howe:ver, as long as Dewey re.tains· his insistence on 

the applicat,ion of s:cientific method as; the only accept

able method of v!erificat,ion, he is siding: with a subtle 

materialism.. T'o es:cape. materialism he. must demonstrate: 

that the "unity of ideal ends"J":"--a mental construction--

-is open to verification through the application of 

sC'ientific method.. His only othe.r,' recourse: is to deny 

the all-su:fficiency of .scientific verific'ation, but to 

do this denudes: him of a cardinal tenet of his natural

. 99 lsm .. 

To repeat in summarY9 the concept of God as rede

fined by Dewey is included in. his thought and it is 

retained primarily for. its practical emotive function 

as a term.. Imp~ici t,ly it. represents an alternative to 

supernatural:: and materialistic philosophiE!s'.. To remain 

true to the task of naturalism Dewey is obliged to ac-

count for ideals, and values.. But as a naturalist this 

requires a c·onstruct. avoiding a materialistic reduction 

or postulating a supernatural agent beyond nature and ' 

the finite' world. He. feels secure in the thought his 
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C'oncept of God overcomes these difficultieS',.. But as has 

been shovnL, to retain all he renders to scientific method 

drives him t:o materialism de facto" 

It remains:, following this examination, to ask in 

c'onclusion what is left of intrinsic worth in Deweyv s 

C'onception of God. Can it provide the necessary fibre 

demanded by the "modern spirit" ever in the forefront of 

Dewey"s quest? Or is it, as Charles Sanders Peirce re

marked of Royce's Absolut,e, only God in a Pickwickian 

sense? 

Dewey's recognition, that there exists a yearning 

for a faith or belief, even by those who have abandoned 

supernaturalism, leads him to substitute satisi'action in 

the l1igher possdbilities of human nature (human ideals) 

for dedication to absolute spirit of transcendent Goa" 

To overcome the old division of free subject and deter

minate object he ~nthusiastically urges participation 

'in creative energies and recognition of human creative, 

responsibili ty. If there can De any form of rI'salvation" 

arising, out of.this it is entirely attainable in the 

int,eractive :processo of human communicatiop, the con-' 

text limited by man-in-nature.. Likewise., value is rel

egated solely t,o a terrestrial quest, and obligation is 

given a factual basis rather than a causal relation of 

man to God. 'rhere is no room for the categorical wrong. 

An ethical atomj,sm (every situation has; its own good) is 
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all that can be resorted to in answer to the question, 

what is good? Verbally identifying good with ideal ends, 

as Dewey does, dodges: the whole problem" As' Morris Cohen .-. 

points out:: 

o ~ .not only does life fail to divide itself in
t.o a convenient numbe.r of disconnected nsi t
uations., II but in every actual ethical problem .... 

D .. there is conflict of rival considerationsQ If, 
e.og", class exploitation is to be regarded as 
evil and rejected, it is to be rejected not only 
when it affects Mr" A or Mr .. Bl on the fifth or 
sixth day of the month, but as a general rule to 
control all judgments in particular cas:es~ .. l.OO 

To Dewey's everlasting credi~. however, he. strives 'to 

render his construction intel1e;ctually credible and mor

ally worthy of Jr'espect .101 Though he continually dec'ries 

tradi tiona] religion and traditional religious notions:, 

he nevertheless attempts to preserve some. of its atti t-

udes'. In a ver.y general manner he borrows' and utilizes 

linguistic terms·---tl·ideal, II fOmorali ty ,,11' "'God, ""---that 

have had ass:ociat.ions wi th traditional religious; beliefs 

about deity.. He even urges: "'devotion"' to the concept of 

God he formulates and requires' n'fai th. YlI' At one. point he 

goes) as; far' as;. to make the claim:: 

.. to ~the function of such a working' union of the 
ideal and ~he actual seems to me- fa be: identical 
with the force that has in fac·t been. attached t.o 
the con'caption of God in all the religions that 
have a spiritual cont.ent ........ 102 

But.: God '" as he redefines the concept, is not com

patible with any recognizable traditional conception 

and it. lac'ks the "realities." to make sense of attitudes 
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he .. imports. for it.. Perhaps·, the concept of God, as Dewey 

c'onceives' it" dOles "generate the heat of emotion and the 

light of intelligence ii' for him ¢ But what. can this fluni ty 

of ideal ends II s,ignify for others? How much clearer is 

the phrase "unity of ideal ends" than t,he teTm "'God" 

h · h h . t" f b' d' h ?103 W lC e crl lCl,zes or elng vague' an amorp ouS',. 

At best.,. his; God as a "uni t.y of ideal ends Ii generates 

just that,; the phrase itself'.. Willard Arnettts corornent 

c:onc·e.rning a concept. of God is pe.rtinent .. · He remarks: 

A c.oncept must be something more than an intell
ectual thesis in order to have widespread ethical 
or religi.ous consequences ~ The' concept must be 
developed. in all its aesthetic' pos'sibili ties and 
in its pr'actical s'ignificance~ for mano l04 

It will be recalled that Dewey intends A Common Faith 

for those who have abandoned supernaturalism, and he at

t,empts to providie' such pe.rsons with a demonstration that 

they still can have within their experience all the el-

ements whic'h giv1e the religiouS' attitude its value.. Hi~ 

aim is far from being just an intellectual. exercise .. If 

Arnettts; comment is correct, then Dewey must be faulted, 

for he does not go very far in developing the possibil-
-

i tie.s< and the. significance of his' concept of God for those 

to whom he intends it .. 

God as the "'unity of ideal ends" is held to be a 

project:ion of sele.c't,ed goods from human experience.. Pre

sumably these are goods deserving idealization as ends, 

and as ends possess; the capability of being unified. But 
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why should onl~T t:"lOse ell.de c2pable OI ac1r;.:i':~"cir:,:.; of UYJ.ity 

as opposed to 8:'1.ds 1.1".. c;onfij .. Gt be desirable? Clearly 

Dewey is stressing ha:C'ITlony at the expense or r..:eglect of 
." 

c·onflict~. but this is hardly suf':fic-ient justification 

t.o establish his contention .. 

When Dewey turns to tr ... 3 natural vlOrld to seek estab-

lishment for his God he is transfixed with the idea of 

the soc'ial and har:m.on::r vd thin the social spncl"e" Eflis 

costs him what his philospppy urgently r~quires out nelTer 

tt . . 1 ,... th . d' . d - 105 - 1 t a a1.ns, a psycno ogy OI e 1.n 1. V1. uaJ." tie: neg_ec S' 

to offer. a contemporary ideal of humanness to correspond 

t.O his conteIt1po~C'ary religious doctrine 'wi th its concept 

of God.. liis attempt to provide modern man viTith all that 

traditional religionists prize and con..."lect '.fili th their 

concept of God must, if the above examination is valid~. 

be labelled uns'Ulccessful", .At, the most he has provided, 

as a substitute for the .traditional concept of God ,. a 

rather diffuse humanitarianism .. 

McMASTER UNIVERSITY I,.IBRARY. 



CONCLUSION 
A ... • • 

Having fully agreed that. a c'oncept of God is needed 

to liberate man from a sense of isolation and despair, 

Dewey attempts t.o construrct a naturalistic conc'ept freed 

from the deficiencies; he. attribute:s: to the; traditional 

and liberal modernist views 4> He offe;rs, a concept of God 

adhering t.o the. alternative ope.n to the naturalist of 

id'Emtifying God with s;omething within nature" His; con-

cept represents a radical psychologizing of the idea. of 

God.. It: is a pJstulate signif'yip.,g the 'situation engend-

etced by the imaginative: facultyts. e.ffe;cting a reflex 'be

tween. ifilhat: is idea] in human life and experienc'e and what 

ia. aetual.. God is considered to be a union, or uniting, 

of ideal endSl that. "'exis;t" as, an imaginative c·ons·truct-
• I 

ion in the human mind,. a result of imaginative project

ions' of sele.cted factors in existence~ 

Dewey;"s endeavour'mee,ts with success on several 

counts. His c~nc'ept o.f God has neither the attribution 

of pe.rsonali ty nor existential identifiab~lity attending 

it.. It doe:s not involve invoking, by hypostatiz'ation or 

inference, any supernatural agent that is "'beyond the 

P9Vler of nature ... '" Its establishment does not rely on any 

spec:ial "private experience u1 denominated tv'religious, n 

though it does require the inte.rvention of the imagin-

101 
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at,ion as a activ:e faculty.. In addition, it. is not de

rived from the: imperatives of the moral J. -~ -"'e and it does' 

not. ac·t as a guarantee' for the validity of moral legis

lation.. Lastly, it. breaks completely, as he believes a 

c.ont.emporary eOTIicept mus;t, with the traditional concept-

ion of God... But as a middle course between having to 

accept supernaturalism or materialism, his concept of God 

is' only partially su.ccessful.. He d'oes, as pointed out, 

manage t.o avoid resorting to supernaturnl: agents, but as 

disclosed in the course of the; examination, the· same can

not, be said for materialism.. His insistence on scien-

tific method as the only acceptable method of verificat-

ion. drives him to materialism.. Verbally rejecting 

materialism is no demonstration t.hat he in fact avoids 

it .. 

The. measure; of s.uccess accompanying Dewey's efforts 

t,o construct a naturalistic' concept of God is weakened 

by several significant deficiencies'.. Fir-s·t and foremost, 

his demand for a conc'ept of God that is' empirically self

verifying as pe.r scientific' method, a criticism he levels 

against the traditional and liberal modernist conceptions 

of God, is foreign to his construc·tion.. Scientific ver-

ification is indigenous to his naturalism" It is the 

only valid method! of verification he allows" But. his 

concept of God, a nmentalt1' as opposed to public concept, 

:Ls not. ope.n to scientific verificat,ion. Rence. his con-
'.' 
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cept of God is incompatible with his professed naturalism" 

Sec;ondly, and to his', detriment, he turns his: back on the 

arguments utilized to re.fute the. supernatural God of the 

traditional religion.. Three. of his arguments were shown 

to illustrate this.. He condemns traditional religionists 

for selecting certain objects for devotion out engages in 

the same practice, without offering any evidence to sup:-

port the validity of his: choice as oppos'ed to that of 

the religionists'., Dewey criticizes the. re:ligionists for 

constructirig a God because of a des'ire for security yet 

he constructs a God bas'ed on a faith for self integration" 

No justification is given for the validity of the latter 

as opposed to the former" Maintaining that the super

natural. God of tradit.ional religion is; not open to s.cien-

tific verific'ation is likewise forgotten when he offers' 

hi's reconst,ruct,eld concept of God.. Thirdly 2 be emphatic-

ally maintains that hi~ concept of God can guarantee what 

the traditional religionists: prize and c'onnect exclusiv

e:ly with their God, and this can. be accomplis.ned without 

resorting to a4 entity or agent "beyond fl or t:ranscending 

human experience and natural relations.. But this' crucial 

c'laim is left unjustified.. He omits entirely to mention 

what it is precisely traditional religionists prize and 

connect with the:ir God •. His neglect however, cannot be 

t9ken to constitute a philosophical refutation. 'IThat, 

Dewey does rely heavily on. is' his: re.futations of the' 
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supernatural s:tatus assigned the antededently existent 

reality of traditional religion commonly termed ll'God .,11' 

The argume.nts c'omprising his' refutation were examined in 

detail and judged to be weak and inadequate.. Fourthly, 

he offers a choice to cont.emporary man between two al tern

ati ves, either modify the c~oncept of God in line with 

natural human re.lations and. experience or drop it.. Now 

if these two suggestions can be said to represent genuine 

alternatives, if one can logically replace the other, then 

there. is some cOliIlmon question to which they give al tern

at.ive answers.. But Devv.ey is silent, he does not· consider 

the problematic character entailed by this alternative, .. 

He merely drops the traditional view after offering a re

fUtation. of supernaturalismo 

In carrying out his polemic against the concept of 

a supernatural God Dewey maintains a continual disregard 

for historical examination of the meaning and significance 

of God in the tradition., There is' no attempt made by 

Dew.ey t.o question or. understand the historical usage of 

the term "supernatural." And there is no recognition of, 

the possibility of varying forms of supernaturalism .. 

Though in fairnes,s to Dewey it is cl.ear that he re jects 

pantheism, monotheism, and polytheism. 

Dewey'" s c:oncept of God is a c'oncept characterized 

'by continual development., a constant uniting as ideals' 

change and become modified. It is' the end product of a 
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continual amalgamation of the highe.st pos'si bili ties of 

human nature (human ideals') projected imaginative.ly into 

a union of ideal ends.. In developing this concept Dewey 

assumes, and rather' optimistically at that., that hUt'1lan 

ideals are, capable of union" No demonstration supports. 

this assumption.. Noticeably," there is, no mention and 

allowance for ideals that might. defy union or conflict, 

inspi te of t~he fact;:, the. world of, human experience is'. 

fraught. with conflict. and competition as well as agree

ment.. Without. giv.ing; this; prope.r re:cognit.ion and att.ent

ion. it is. difficu:l t t.o s:ee how his~ concept of God can be 

deve~oped or how' it c:an work to act as; an ins:trument of 

s;oc·ial adjus;tmeni!; Ill> '.rhe opinion is registered here ,: that 

to carr;;:;, his; c:onc'ept of God further requires a' mOI~e de:

tailed pr.ogram devoted to developing: its possibilities· 

and justifying its signii'ic'ance" as a practical concept, 

capable ofmeetiJ1€; the religious needs of' c'ontemporary 

man. 
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PREFACE 

John Dlewe¥, A Corr.ro.on Faith (New' Haven, 1934). 

INTRODUCTION 

1.. 
James; Collins:, God in J\{odern Philosophy (Chicago, 

1959), p. 283 ... 

2 
S't:erling P .. Lamprecht, "Naturalism and Religion"', 

in Naturalism ahd the Human Spirit. ed. Yervant H. Krik
orian (New York, 1944), p .. 18 .. Categorizing Dewey as a 
rlnaturalist" he.re: doe.s· pre;sent several difficulties:.. There 
is no c'lear indicat.ion he agrees vli th Lamprec:ht f g de:fin-
i tion.. Added to this is the: fac·t that he; never explicitly 
defines what he means by the; term. On the other hand', he 
does olass his general philo.sophy as "'naturalism'" and" his 
religious thought as i1I:humanistic Naturalism'l' (see· footnote 
65 Chapter One]'. The closest. Dewey comes to offe'ring a 
definition is to indic'ate in his article "'Antinaturalism 
In Extremis u ' (the first article in the:. above book)" that 
"the naturalist is one who has respect for the'conclusion(s) 
of natural sc:ience" (p" 2).. vVhat is: important is that for 
Dewey it is not the conclusions of science that recei ve·s 
stress but the method. It, is the applic'ation of scientific 
method---experiment.al· verific'ation---he urges be applied' 
to social and mbral problems:: It'application of scientific' 
methods of inquiry in the field of human s'Ocial subject 
matterVi' (p. 3).. Clearly the sc'ient.ific method referred 
t,o is the method employed by the physical sciences for 
Dewe.y speaks; of this method as the Il'systematic extens'i ve, 
and carefull.y c'ontrolled use of alert and unprejudiced 
observation and experimentation in c'ollecting, arranging, 
and testing evidence~ (p. 12). 

Scientific method as a lffieans of verification is 
crucial t.O his' trnaturalism l1 for only that which is' empir
iC'ally verifiable is capable of being knOilffi (see pages 48-
50Y. In spite of the fact Dewey does not, give' an adequate 
account of what he, means by fls-·cientific method"- and the 
term lI'empirical"' is not sufficiently clarified, the follow-
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ing is assumed concerning his "naturalism":- (I; Empirical 
verification is the only valid method of verification he 
allows.. (2) Scientific verification is: an integ-ral part 
of his epistemology~ (3} He does' not allow for, and 
rules out, a priorism. (41 He would argee that 'Tnatura1-
ism Tl is: "'The general philosophical position which has as 
its fundamental tenet the proposition that the natural 
world is the wh~le of reality ....... that there is but one 
system or level of reality; that this system is the tot
ali ty of object.S and events in space and time; and that 
the behaviour of' this system is determined only by its own 
character"',, .. "nature is' thus conceived as self-c'ontained 
and self-dependent, and from this vie.w spring c'ertain neg
ations that define to a great extent the influence of nat
uralism.. First , it is', denied that nature is' deri_ved or 
depended upon any transcendent, supe,rnatural entities'. 
From this follows the denial that the order of natural 
events can be intruded upon.. And this in turn entails 
the denial of ... ~ • transcendent destiny" .. 0 .. Man is' viewed 
as coordinate with other parts of nature, and naturalistic 
psychology emphasizes the phys'ical basis of human behav
iouro.".The axiology of naturalism can seek itS' values 
only within the context of human character and experience, 
and mus.t. ground these values on individual self-realiz
ation or social unity; though .... "there is disagreement as' 
t"o both the content and the final validity of the values 
there discoverecrr. Naturalisti'c: epistemologies havevar-

,~' ied •• " .. but, they consistently limit knowledge t.o natural 
events and the. relat.ionships holding' betwee:n them .. " .... l'-Tat
u:ralism argues that. all judgments of good and bad are con
ventional, with no real basis in nature •• o.Human behaviour' 
is regarded as =i-argely a. function of enviJ?onment and cir
c·umstances •••• n' [Dagobert D .. Runes' ed .. Dict.ionary of Phil
osophy (New j'e,rsy, 1965)',. pp .. 205-·206 oj 

Speaking of Dewey's "naturalism", John Herman Randall. 
Jr .. notes:: "DewEi;:yt's: naturalism re.presents a Hegelian con
cern with the i1lltelle,ctual problems of human culture, rend
ered pluralist,ie and concrete by saturation in biological 
thought. and devotion to S'c'ientific methods: and procedures,"' .. 
[John Herman RaliJ.dall Jr. IlThe Nature of Naturalism", in 
Naturalism and the Human S irit, ed. Yervant.H .. Krikorian 
'New York, 1944:, po 365;] . 

It is: evident from a comparison between naturalism 
and materialism that these doctrines have a great deal in 
common since the latter regards mat.ter as the primordial 
or fundamental constituent of the universe, and that men
tal life is dependent on physical conditions and would not 
exist without, it.. contemporary naturalists tend to reject 
materialism, Citing that it is reductionary, human exper
ience and the variety of natural. phenomena cannot be re-
du c e d to "hothing but •••• fI' 
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For two interesting articles discussing Dewey's' nat
uralism see James Collins, "'The Genesis of DeweyO'S' Natur
alism", in John. Dewey:: His Thought and Influence, eo. .. John 
Blewett (New York, 1960), and Sidney Ratner, liThe Develop
ment of DeweyVs Evolutionary Naturalism'i', in Social Re
search, Vol .. 20, 1953Q 

3 
For example see Willard Arnett, "Critique of 

Dewey" s: Anticlerical Religious. Philos'O}2hyll', in The Journal 
of Religion, vol .. XXXIV (October, 1954), p .. 2560 Howard 
L., Parsons, "The Meaning and Significance of Dewey V s Re
ligious Thought", in The Journal of Religion, Vol. XL 
(J"uly, 1960):, pp" 172-173. 8dvlard L .. Schaub, "'Dewey 1 s: 
Interpret.ation of Religion"', in The Philos'ophy of John 
Dewey (Evanston., 1939) .. p. 396 .. 
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JL . 
John E .• Smith, The Spirit of American Philosophy 

(New York, 1'966), p .. 116 .. 

2' 
John Dewey, "From Absolutism to Expe:rimentalism'f', 

in Gontemporary, American Philosophy. ed. G",P ... Adams and 
vV".Po Montague GLondon, 1930), p. 20 .. 

3 
These categories are stressed in his 1925 work 

Experience and Nature in the statement: "'Of all affairs, 
communication is the most wonderful. That things should 
be able t·o pass from t.he plane of external pushing and 
pulling to that of revealing themselves' to man, and there
by to themselves; and that the fruit of communication 
should be participation, sharing, is a wonder by the' s~ide 
of which transu;bstantial pale.s:.. VlThen communication oc
curs, all natural events are subjec:t t.o reconsideration 
and revision; they are readapted to meet the require
ments of convention, whether it. be public discourse or 
that preliminary dis;cours'e termed thinking'" (p .. 16,. 
ItaliC's mine)' .. 

4 
ItErom Absolutism to £'xpe.rime.ntalismrt7

, p.. 26 .. 

5 
The. te.rm n:secularisml1! as applied to Dew'ey; s 

thought he;ra is' meant: to e.xpre.ss. his; attitude that con-
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ditions in, and because of~, contemporary life are not 
conduc'ive to religious life and faith as traditional faith 
would have it, espec'ially for thos'e who reject supernatur
alism. 

6 
Jane Dewey ed' GO,. "'Biography of John DevJ"ey"', in 

The, Philos'oph;y: of John Dewe;y, ed. Paul Arthur Schilpp 
(E;vanston, 1939),. p .. 7 .. Further references to this art
icle will be indic'ated by using Jane Dewey's name followed 
by the correct pagination. 

7 
George, Dykhuizen, "'An E:arly Chapter in the life 

of John Dewey", in Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. 
13, No. 4 (Oc.tober, 1952) 1 556. 

8 
"From Absolutism to Eix:pe:rimentalism", p. 16. 

9 
Ibid., p. 19 .. 

10 
Ibid. ; 

11 
Ibid. 

12 
Jane Dewey, p. 17. 

13 
Ibid,. 

14 
"From Absolutism to EXperimentalism"', p. 19. 

IS 
Jane De.wey,. pp. 17-18 .. , 

IS' 
Sidney Hook, John Dewey) An Intellectual Por

trait (New York,,: 1939},. p. ? .. 

17 
lIFrom Absolutism to Experimentalism~', p. 20. 

18 
Ibid." p. 170 
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19 
For' a more comple:te description of the influence 

of Hall and James see Jane Dewey, pe 22f. 

20 
"From Absolutism of Experimentalism", p. 24 .. 

ThiS' article is' valuable for a detailed account by Dewey 
of the effect al1ld influence exe.rcised on, him and his phil
osophy by William James. 

21 
Dewey's distinct break with the Hegelian formal 

position is the, publication "The Reflex Arc Concept in 
Psychologyll, Psychological Re;view', III (July, 1896), 357-
370.. More recently this, article along with other early 
works has been lDublished by Joseph Ratner, John DewGY 
Philosophy, Psy~'hology, and Social Practice (rTew York, 
1965)", pp. 252-:B66. In this article Dewey re-emphasizeS' 
his early interes't in organic, interaction (see "From Ab
solutism to Experimentalism"', p. 13f .. ) and then centering 
on the re.flex arc .cone'ept in psychology interpre.ts: it 
functionally as opposed to phys;ically or psychologically .. 
What he does, is to ,int,erject purpos'e into behaviour in -an 
att,empt. to over.come the mind-body problem.. The result is 
that. his: earlier.· Hegelian belief in the organic' as' a cos
mic: c'ategory is now modified and given a naturalistic in
terpre.tation.. :I!he importance of this article, aside from 
its sheer histonical, value, is that it represents, for 
the firsrt time" a c'oncept of e.xperience. radically rein
terpret.ad from dlass;ical empiriC'ism tg, us:e of expe:rience. 
In short, this ~rticle. replaces Hegel with Da~vin in 
De:\ivey"'s thought,. 

22 
D'ewey'"s: survey of traditional accounts' of ex

periemce leads him to conclucEre a new concept is nee.ded .. 
In nAn Empirical Survey of Empiric.isms" he. envisages it, 
as c'haracter.-ized by:: ttthe practise of science, especially 
wi th referenc'e to the us,e of. ideas, 'hypothese's, and~ ex':" 
periment',at,ion, in the. process\ of verification or valid
ation tbrough results; and secondly, the radically differ
ent psychological approach that comes from looking at 
things objectively,. from the standpoint of biology rather 
than of introspective analysis." Cpo 87) 
, . '''Experience fl concerns~ the affair of living for a " 
person within the social and physical environment as' 
opposed to being primarily a "knowledge-affair .. " (See 
"The Need for a Rec'overy of Philosophy, n' p. 23 .. ),. ' The 
social and physical environment within which the organ
ism operates is objective as opposed to subjective •. 
(Ibid.). It. is not relegated solely to consideration of 
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the past but through the working of imagination it links 
past events with future proj ect,ions" (, Ibid" J The a bili ty 
to carry this out .is aided and abetted by the organism 
being interconnected ~vith the physical and social.envir
onment in space and time,. (Ibid .. ) through a heightened 
rationality gained through inference. (Ibid .. See nlso 
John Dewey and Arthur F .. Bently, Knowing and the Knovm 
Baston, 1949, P to 302.,): Having :framed a concept of' ex
perience wi thin the biological :frame of life, De.wey be
lieves he. has const~ucted a concept in which: "experience 
o"Geis the entire organic agent-patient in all its inter
action with the environment, natural and social •• ., .. ex
pe.riencing is just certain modes· of interaction, correl
ation, of natural objects among which the organism 
happens, so t .. o say, to be one.. It follows with equal 
force that experience means primarily not knowledge, but 
ways of doing and sufferingG I1" (Ibid", p .. 45 .. ) 

In his work Knovving and thexriown, Dewey maintains 
lI experience ll is precisely organism as: interacting/trans
acting: with the environment.. (p. 290 .. ) He amplifies: this· 
in the stat,ement:: "every experience in its direct occur
rence is an int,eraction of environing conditions and an 
organism.. As such it contains a fused union somewhat 
experienced and some process of expe;riencing.. In its 
identity with a lif.e-function, it is' temporally and 
spac'ially more. elxtensive and more internally complex than 
is. any single tbing like a stone ,. or a S'.ingle quality 
like red·., II CS'ee, Paul Arthur Schilpp, ed.) The Philosophy 
of John Dew~ EVlanston, 19390 p .. 544 .. ): 

ilExperien.ce,," for Dewey, "is of as well as in nature, IT 

eSee E:xpe:rience and Nature, p .. 4a)thus: it is onetrans
action among many and as such is' a transaction in which 
others partic1pate 0 It: is not, as this last statement 
shows, an all-ir:lfclusive category" flExpe:rience ti is' a tem
poral affair complementary and c'onsti tuted by the prevail
ing relationships; be.twee.n a c;onsciou-s being and the envir
onme:nt, bot.D. physic'al and social.., 

23 
Jane Dewey, p .. 44 .. 

24 
For an e,xpress:ion of this' s:ee: his: article ilChrist

iani ty and Democracy'· in Religious Thought at. the Univer
sity of Michigan (Ann Arbor, 1893)., pp .. 60-69 .. Dewey 
st.re:ss·es the concept of democracy in strong terms, for 
example ,. "'The significance of democracy as' revelation is 
that it enables us to get truths in a natural, every-day 
and practical selnse which otherwise c·ould be grasped only 
in·a somewhat uTh."'latural or sentimental sense .. "· (pc> 66 .. )' 
As:, for religion and democracy he remarks:: "1: assume that 



democracy is a §.piritual fact and not a mere piece of 
governmental maehinary .. " (Ibid. Italics mine.) 

25 
Ibid .. 

26 
See. his article "Religion and Our Schools" in 

The Hibbert Jounnal, Vol .. 6, (July, 1908)', 796-809. 
Especially relevant to this point is his' remark on page 
800f. 

27 
The t,erm "instrumentalism" is employed here 

112 

in Deweyrs meanIng of the word, namely: If'Instrumental
ism maintains in opposition to many contrary tendencies' ... 
•• that action should be intelligent and reflective, and 
that thought should occupy a central position in life ..... 
What we insist upon above all else is that intelligence 
be regarded as the only source and sole guarantee of a 
desirable ,and happy future .. n John Dewey, "The De.velop
men.t of American Phil os ophy II' in Philosophy and Civil
ization (New Yo~kJ 19311s: pp •. 32-33. 

28 
"Religion. and Our SC'hools ':', p .. 8'07 .. 

29.-
"Christ:iani ty and Democracy"): especially p. 53£". 

30 
"Religi,on. and Our Schools n, pp. 808-809. ItaI-

ic,s mine. 

31 
Ibid~, p .. 798. 

32 
John Deivve.y, Re.c,onstruction in Philosophy (Bos,ton, 

1920)" p .. 154. John Dewey,.. Human Nature and Conduct (New' 
York, 1922),. p., 55. 

33 
De.wey w1ent to the University of Michigan in 1884 

and remained therre until 1894, interrupted for only one 
year spent as pr'of'eBsor of' philosophy at the University of" 
Minnesota.. In. 1:894 he acc,e,pted a position at the Univer
sity of' Chicago, remaining there until his' res-ignation in 
1904. From 1905 until his' retirement in 1930, Dewey wag., 
professor of' philosophy at ao1umbia University. 
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34 
Namely, nChristianity and' Democracy" and "Relig

ion and Our S'd.'l(DolslT.. Dewey did publish other articles 
pertaining to religious issues during his early career, 
for example., in the Andover Review June 1887, The I'iTonthly 
Bulletin of the Studentqs Christian Association of the 
University of Michigan, 8 October, 1886 .. These articles· 
contribute little, if anything, of major importance for 
De.wey's religious thoughts, especially of significance 
for his later mature thoughts on religione John Blewett, 
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